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tions obtained by two other methods. Additional cases are presented for entry of spherical
nose cones into representative Venusian and Martian atmospheres. A digital computer
program written in FORTRAN language is presented that permits an arbitrary gas mixture
to be employed in the solution. The effects of vibration, dissociation, recombination, elec-
tronic excitation, and ionization are included in the program.
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An approximate inverse solution is presented for the nonequilibrium flow in the
inviscid shock layer about a vehicle in hypersonic flight. The method is based upon a
thin-shock-layer approximation and has the advantage of being applicable to both sub-
sonic and supersonic regions of the shock layer. The relative simplicity of the method
makes it ideally suited for programing on a digital computer with a significant reduction
in storage capacity and computing time required by other more exact methods.
Comparison of nonequilibrium solutions for an air mixture obtained by the present
method is made with solutions obtained by two other methods. Additional cases are pre-
sented for entry of spherical nose cones into representative Venusian and Martian
atmospheres.
A digital computer program written in FORTRAN language is presented that per-
mits an arbitrary gas mixture to be employed in the solution. The effects of vibration,
dissociation, recombination, electronic excitation, and ionization are included in the
program.
INTRODUCTION
The feasibility of planetary exploration has been the impetus for extensive research
into problems associated with atmospheric entry of a blunted-nose vehicle. For the
extreme velocities encountered, the gas flow in the shock layer about the vehicle can
experience a severe departure from thermodynamic equilibrium. Analysis of the invis-
cid regime of the shock layer becomes rather complex and requires the simultaneous
solution of the basic fluid-dynamic equations plus a system of coupled nonlinear equations
governing the nonequilibrium rate processes. A further complication arises since the
character of the system of fluid-dynamic partial differential equations changes from ellip-
tic to hyperbolic as the flow changes from subsonic to supersonic.
Consequently, numerous techniques, each having its own peculiar advantages and
disadvantages, have been used to investigate nonequilibrium blunt-body flows. The fol-
lowing techniques are discussed in reference 1: Newtonian approximations (refs. 2 and
3); streamtube method (refs. 4 to 6); inverse marching integration (refs. 7 to 10); inte-
gral relations, (refs. 11 to 14); artificial viscosity and time asymptotic finite differences
(refs. 15 and 16); series truncation (ref. 17); and boundary-layer-type approximations
(refs. 18 to 20).
The present method is based upon the thin-shock-layer assumptions of Maslen
" (ref. 21). It requires specification of a shock shape and solves for the resultant body.
This disadvantage is inherent in inverse methods, since, in general, the flow over a spec-
ified body is desired and the shock shape is not known. However, subsequent experience
demonstrated that many desired body shapes could be obtained with some minor experi-
mentation with the assumed shock shape. The analysis depends upon casting the governing
flow equations in shock-oriented coordinates and then performing a Von Mises transfor-
mation so that the independent variables become the stream function and distance along
the shock. An approximation is made to the momentum equation in the direction normal
to the shock that enables it to be readily integrated. From this equation the pressure
distribution in the Von Mises plane can be determined independently of the chemistry
within the shock layer. The chemical and vibrational rate equations can then be inte-
grated along streamlines. Transformation from the Von Mises plane to physical space
is accomplished by numerical quadrature.
This approximate method of solution possesses three distinct advantages:
(1) Applicability throughout the subsonic and supersonic regions of an inviscid
shock layer;
(2) Capability of handling a realistic model of an arbitrary gas mixture with a large
number of chemical species and reactions in terms of reasonable computer memory stor-
age; and
(3) Suitability for programing on a digital computer with significant reductions in
computing times as compared with most existing methods.
Results obtained by use of this method for nonequilibrium air are compared with results
from two other computational methods. Additional results are presented for entry of
spherical nose cones into representative Venusian and Martian atmospheres.
This solution has been programed in FORTRAN IV and is presented with instructions
for usage in appendix A by Barbara L. Weigel of the Langley Research Center. The pro-
gram has the capability of handling up to 50 reactions and 25 species and includes the
effects of vibrational relaxation, dissociation, vibration-dissociation coupling, electronic
excitation, and ionization.
SYMBOLS
A coefficient in equation (56)
AJ frequency factor in rate constant for jth reaction
a speed of sound, cm/sec
aj j correlation integers for ith species in jth reaction (see appendix B)
Bi temperature exponent in rate constant for jth reaction
Cj mass fraction of ith species
EJ activation energy in rate constant for jth reaction, K
e internal energy per unit mass, ergs/g
ee i electronic energy per unit mass of ith species, ergs/g
ej internal energy per unit mass of ith species, ergs/g
ev j vibrational energy per unit mass of ith species, ergs/g
e~,, i equilibrium vibrational energy per unit mass of ith species, ergs/g
v?1
fj correlation factor: fj = 0 for monatomic species; f^ = 1 for all other
species
g. , degeneracy of Ith electronic energy level of ith speciesi,t
AH^ standard heat of formation at 0 K of ith species, ergs/mole
h static enthalpy per unit mass, ergs/g
h = h/V0 21 oo
rate constant for jth reaction, (moles)1~n(cm)3n~^sec~1, where n is order
of reaction
Li number of electronic energy levels for ith species
M Mach number; general species in appendix B
Mf Mf = 0, vibrational equilibrium; Mf = 1, vibrational nonequilibrium
m.: code indicating which species to use when calculating coupling factor for
jth reaction
•>)
NJ number of vibrational energy levels included in dissociation energy of
,, ith species
n order of reaction
p pressure, dynes/cm2
q, general parameter representing either vibrational energy per unit mass or
mass fraction of kth species
R universal gas constant, 8.3147 x 10? ergs/mole-K
Rc shock radius of curvature, cm
R; rate of reaction j per unit mass of mixture
J
ratio of forward rate to reverse rate of reaction j per unit mass of mixtureJ
RR nose radius of body, cm
r, perpendicular distance from symmetry axis, cm
r = r/RN
moles per unit volume of ith species, moles/cm3
ST = 1 if i/T , . = 0; ST = -^ -^  if i/_ , . = 1J
 I+l,j ' J jij 1+1,]
T temperature, K
T = T/T00
T.r i vibrational temperature of ith species, KV,l
t time, sec
u velocity component in x-direction, cm/sec
V velocity, cm/sec
v velocity component in y-direction, cm/sec
x distance along shock, cm
x = x/Rn
y distance normal to shock, cm
z distance along symmetry axis, cm
z = z/Rn
a^ jj coefficient in vibrational relaxation time expression
Bi i.. temperature exponent in vibrational relaxation time expression
ltK.
Aj dissociation energy of ith species, K
6 function defined in equation (49)
e,
 } energy of ith electronic level of ith species, Ki,t
©^ characteristic vibrational temperature, K
6 local shock inclination angle (see fig. 1)
A function defined in equation (47)
X scale factor (1 - y)/Rc
fi molecular weight of gas mixture, g/mole
jj.^ molecular weight of ith species, g/mole
v. • stoichiometric coefficient of ith reactant in jth reaction
i/[ .:. stoichiometric coefficient of ith product in jth reaction
v^ - . stoichiometric coefficient of general species (see appendix B) in jth reaction
p mass density, g/cm3
p = p/p^
CTi k coefficient in vibrational relaxation time expression
T. . vibrational relaxation time of ith species due to vibrational energy exchange
with kth species, sec
0 angular position coordinate (fig. 1)
(b- coupling factor defined in equation (40)l
•fy stream function, g/sec
SI function defined in equation (48)
u>, • general parameter in rate equation representing either the rate of production
?









The solution described herein is an inverse method designed to take advantage of
the characteristically thin shock layer that forms about a smooth axisymmetric body in
hypersonic flight. If the shock-oriented coordinate system shown in figure 1 is adopted, j
the steady flow of an adiabatic, inviscid gas subject to nonequilibrium rate processes is
governed by the following equations:
Continuity equation:
|-(pur) + -j-(pvxr) = 0 (1)
Momentum equations:
U9u + x v — - — + i — =0 /2 \ax ay " Rc p 9x
u
 ax + v 9y + R 7 + p a y ~ ^ '
\s
Energy equation:




h = h(p,p,qr . . ., qNJ (6)
In view of the thin shock layer, it is convenient to perform a Von Mises transfor-





which leads to the transformation relationship
^ ~ 9X U
 9y
The resulting expressions for the momentum and rate equations are
u _ + + _ = 0Rc u
*2L)
 + ^ L - X r =0 (11)
(12)
A differential form of the energy equation results from differentiating equation (4) and
combining it with equations (2) and (3)
The concept of a thin shock layer now makes certain simplifying approximations
feasible. The flow within the inviscid shock layer is nearly parallel to the shock itself,
except near the stagnation point. The term (-?¥•} was neglected and the assumption wasV^x/j//
made that X ~ 1. To this order of approximation, equations (11) and (12) become
(14)
(15)<1 >
Adopting the approximation of Maslen (ref. 21), by using the values of r and u imme-





and on the body the boundary condition is
tf/b = 0 (18)
The effect of the approximations is to uncouple equation (11) from the remaining equations
so that the resulting expression for the pressure (eq. (16)) is independent of the shock-
layer chemistry and is a function only of the geometry and chemistry of the shock itself.
From the requirement of constant energy,
Since the flow is nearly parallel to the shock, the approximation
V2 - vQ2 « U2 (20)
is made, and the following expression for the velocity u results:
u = [2(hQ - h)]1/2 (21)
In summary, equations (6), (13), (15), (16), and (21) form a determinate system of equa-
tions that can be integrated stepwise along streamlines to yield p, p, h, u, and q,
in the Von Mises plane. In addition to the boundary conditions of equations (17) and (18),
the oblique shock relations (ref . 22) must be satisfied.
By noting the geometry of figure 1, the transformation back into physical (x,y) space
can be accomplished by integrating equation (8) at constant x. The resulting expression
(22)
can be readily evaluated numerically.
The most important implication of the preceding analysis is that the equations are
now applicable uniformly from the subsonic region through the supersonic region, except
along the symmetry axis where the transformation is not well behaved.
Thermodynamic Model for a Reacting Gas
The gas under consideration is assumed to be a mixture of ideal gases. (See
ref. 23.) The internal energy of the gas includes contributions from translation, rotation,
vibration, dissociation, electronic excitation, and ionization.
The thermal equation of state is given by
p = p (23)
with the mixture molecular weight given by
(24)
The mass fraction Cj is subject to the constraint
Ci = 1 (25)




where the rotational (rigid rotor) and electronic energy modes are assumed to be in equi-
librium with the trans lational mode. In the computer program to be described subse-
quently, two options exist for computing the vibrational (linear harmonic oscillator)
energy. In the first option, the vibrational mode is assumed to be in equilibrium with
the translational mode and ev , is calculated fromV>A
— (27)
The second option is for vibrational nonequilibrium and ev ^ is determined by integra-
tion of the vibrational rate equation along a streamline.
Since a mixture of ideal gases has been assumed, the total energy is
I
e = c j (28)
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The enthalpy is defined as
h = e + 2. (29)
By referring to the previous equations, it can be seen that
h = h/p'O'e e 'C- c \ (30)
which agrees with the form stated in equation (6).
Rate Equations
The general rate expression given in equation (5) must be specialized for chemical
processes and for vibrational relaxation. The resultant equation must be capable of
describing a system of chemical species (i = 1,2,3, . . ., I) and the associated kinetic
reactions (j = 1,2,3, . . ., J).
Chemical processes.- An arbitrary one-step chemical reaction can be described by
I I
i=l i=l
The law of mass action (ref. 23) requires the rate of production of a species to be propor-
tional to the product of the concentrations of the reacting species, each concentration
being raised to a power equal to its stoichiometric coefficient. The net rate of produc-
tion of S^ per unit mass of mixture is then
(32)
Since
gi| = — (33)
equation (32) can be generalized for a system of J simultaneous reactions and put in the
form of equation (12). As a result,
- ^  IT (^ (34)te
'*j
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The total rate of production is
J
'!£i) . y fea) 1
,9x/^ .A |\8x/^| (35)
The specific reaction rate constant is given by
I = A J T ^yj (36)
Equation (34) is applicable to opposing reactions if the forward and reverse reactions are
treated separately.
If the rate constants for the reaction of a chemical species with several catalytic
species are the same, provision can be made to incorporate all these catalysts into a
single reaction by introducing a "general species." (See appendix B.) The resulting




Vibrational relaxation.- If the vibrational rate equation developed in reference 24
for a multicomponent gas mixture is written in the form of equation (12), the result is
9ev,:
- e (38)
where ev>i is the equilibrium vibrational energy from equation (27) and ev j is the
vibrational energy. The relaxation time r. , can be expressed as1,K
(39)
which is of the form predicted by classical Landau-Teller theory. Although equations (38)
and (39) were formulated on the assumption of a system of harmonic oscillators having a
single vibrational mode, polyatomic molecules with several vibrational modes can be han-
dled in the computer program if it is assumed that they are independent of one another
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and the relaxation frequencies for the individual modes are combined into a single equiv-
alent frequency. (See ref. 23.)
Coupling of vibrational relaxation and dissociation.- It has been pointed out in the
literature (for example, refs. 25 to 28) that the processes of vibrational relaxation and
dissociation do not occur independently, but rather each process influences the other.
The CVD (coupled-vibration-dissociation) model of Hammerling et al. (ref. 25) was
chosen for this analysis. Without discussing the relative merits of the various other
coupling models, it should be noted that another model could be incorporated into this
method with little difficulty.
Since molecules with vibrational energy less than that corresponding to equilibrium
with the translational energy do not dissociate as readily as predicted by the dissociation
rate constant for vibrational equilibrium, the CVD model develops a correction to the rate





The number of vibrational states Nj is the smallest integer so that









An inverse method presupposes specification of the shock shape. In all cases
described herein, an analytical expression of the form
13
was used. From this relationship, 0, RC, and x can be given by








After determining the shock parameters, initiation of the solution begins with cal-
- Too> v«» and a speci-culation of free stream conditions. With selected values of p
fied gas composition, equations (23) to (28) can be utilized to calculate _ _
The next step requires determining the state of the gas immediately behind the
shock wave. The shock wave is assumed to be a discontinuity, translational, rotational
and electronic contributions to the internal energy of the gas reaching instantaneous equi-
librium at the translation^ temperature behind the shock T8. The vibrational energy
may be treated as being in equilibrium with the other energy modes or optionally it may
!L?I"llt^ lSI!!!m.,°!-harm0niC °Scillators with a Boltzmann distribution about a
to be frozen
An iterative procedure is required to solve the oblique-shock-conservation rela-
tions. From the shock geometry and the free-stream conditions, the following parameters
can be calculated:





With an initial estimate of Ts, the energy es can be determined from equations (26) to
(28). The temperature and energy are further related by
14
- es)
R m + ^O2 - 2A2(6 - es)
Equation (50) can be iterated until subsequent values of Ts differ by a sufficiently small
amount. After convergence
pg = 2 _ 2 A ( 6 - es) (51)
/cn\(52)s RTS
(53)
us = Vm cos 9 (54)
The pressure distribution in the x,i// plane can now be calculated from
equation (16).
Integration Method
Since the initial conditions and the pressure distribution have been determined,
equations (13), (37), and (38) can be integrated stepwise along streamlines. It was found
that for the cases investigated herein, the system of equations exhibited the so-called
"stiff" behavior. '(See refs. 29 and 30.) The integration scheme proposed by Treanor
(ref . 31) was chosen for its ability to handle the stiff equations with significant reductions
in computational times compared with both the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (ref. 32)
and the Adams-Moulton method using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for starting
(ref. 33).
A special problem occurs for the i// = 0 or body streamline. On all other stream-
lines the integration begins immediately behind the shock and proceeds from there. How-
ever, on the Z-axis the transformation of the governing equations is ill-behaved since x
and i// are both zero. Therefore, the integration cannot proceed from behind the shock
along the stagnation streamline with the equations in their present form.
The \{/ = 0 streamline integration was accomplished in the following manner. The
initial interval Ax on the shock wave was divided into five subintervals. The rate equa-
tions were integrated from behind the shock at each subinterval to the point x = Ax. The
values of the variables as a function of i// were then extrapolated along x = Ax to the
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body (i// = 0). Integration along the ^/ = 0 streamline can proceed from there. Five
subintervals were decided to be adequate after experimenting with up to 15 subintervals.
Transformation to Physical Space
Upon completion of the integration along streamlines, the thermodynamic properties,
the velocity u, and the species concentrations are known functions of x and i//. Equa-
tion (22) can then be evaluated numerically by Simpson's rule to obtain r. Evaluation of
the flow field is thus completed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to investigate the capabilities of the present method of solution, cases have
been computed for numerous shock shapes and gas mixtures. A number of representative
cases have been selected for presentation. Case I is a comparison of results for nonequi-
librium air with the more exact inverse method of reference 8. Case n is a comparison
of the results for nonequilibrium air with the streamtube method used in reference 34.
Cases in, IV, and V present results for entry of spherical nose cones into representative
Martian and Venusian atmospheres.
Case I
This example was computed to compare with the results of reference 8 for a cate-
nary shock (Rc o = 2.11 cm) with a free-stream velocity of 7.01 x 10^ cm/sec at 61 km.
The reactions and rates given in appendix C are the same as those used in reference 8.
Vibrational equilibrium was assumed.
Figure 2 indicates excellent agreement with the results of reference 8 for the
body shape and the location of a streamline crossing the shock at an angle 6 of 81°
(x/Rc 0 = 0.16J. The variations of the temperature, pressure, density, and species mole
fractions along this streamline are compared with the corresponding results from ref-
erence 8 in figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. As should be expected, the effect of
neglecting the velocity gradient term in equation (11) is to predict the pressure to be
lower than the actual value at a given x. This effect can be expected to diminish as
the flow proceeds away from the stagnation region and becomes more nearly parallel
to the shock.
Initially, the flow along this streamline exhibits behavior similar to that behind a
normal-shock wave with density increasing with sharply falling temperature. However,
as the flow expands away from the nose, the density reaches a maximum and begins to
decrease as the temperature continues to decrease.
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Concentrations of N, O, NO, and e" shown in figure 6 indicate very good agreement
with the results of reference 8. The greatest error occurs for NO shown in figure 6(c),
the present method predicting the concentrations about 20 percent too high at worst.
Variations of the pressure, temperature, density, and species concentrations across
the shock layer at 6 = 81° are shown in figures 7, 8, 9, and 10, respectively. Again, the
agreement with the results of reference 8 is good. From this comparison it may be con-
cluded that the present method gives good agreement with the exact method near the stag-
nation region which represents a severe test of the approximations inherent in the present
method.
Case H
This example was selected for comparison with the nonequilibrium air results of
reference 34 for flow over a 9° half-angle cone with a spherical nose (30.48-cm diameter)
at an altitude of 47.5 km. The equation
rg2 = -0.3625zg2 + 36.064zs - 0.1767rszs (55)
was fitted in the nose region to the shock points computed in reference 34. Although Evans,
and others, used a sophisticated system of 13 species and 54 reactions, the approximate
air model used in case I was used for this comparison. Vibrational nonequilibrium was
assumed.
It can be seen in figure 11 that the present method predicts the body shape extremely
well. A comparison of the surface pressures and temperatures as calculated by both
methods is presented in figures 12 and 13, respectively. In general, the agreement is
seen to be good. There is a discrepancy in the temperature calculations close to the
symmetry axis, but this condition improves rapidly with increasing distance. Both
methods are admittedly inaccurate in the region where the discrepancy occurs. Finally,
the electron concentration on the body surface is shown in figure 14. The prediction of
the present method is understandably lower since the reaction scheme permits only the
NO+ ion. Agreement improves further back on the surface. This result might be expected
since figure 7 of reference 34 indicates NO+ is the major ion present after the flow expands
past the sphere-cone tangency point.
Case HI
This case was computed for ballistic entry into a Venusian atmosphere. It was





would generate bodies that approximate part of a sphere-cone. The parameter A repre-
sents the slope of the asymptote of the shock for large values of rs. For sufficiently
large apex angles under appropriate conditions, the flow over the face of a truncated
sphere-cone is subsonic, the sonic point being on the body at the sharp corner where the
transition to supersonic flow occurs. There is a resultant rapid drop in pressure near
the corner. It should be noted that a shock shape of the form of equation (56) can be used
to calculate the flow in the shock layer up to the point where the rapid pressure drop
occurs, but another equation would be required for the shock where it "bends" as the
flow expands around the sonic corner. However, in this rapidly expanding flow region,
the approximations inherent in this method of analysis would not be valid.
According to recently available information on Venus (ref. 35), the atmosphere is
almost entirely carbon dioxide. Therefore, a 100-percent CO2 mixture was assumed
and the kinetic reactions and rates shown in appendix C were used. Vibrational nonequi-
librium was assumed. The free-stream conditions are
Vm = 8.69 X 105 cm/sec
poo = 1.4175 x 10-6 g/cm3
T—=-200-K
The assumed shock (A = 1.732) and the computed body which approximates a 57° half-
angle sphere-cone are shown in figure 15. Pressure, density, and temperature variations
along streamlines crossing the shock at x = 0.5 and 2.0 are presented in figures 16,
17, and 18, respectively. Figure 16 indicates that the pressure along both streamlines
approaches the same constant level as the flow progresses away from the shock as would
be expected for cone flow.
Species concentrations along these streamlines are shown in figure 19. Figure 19(a)
indicates that the CO2 disappears rapidly with increasing distance while the C and O con-
centrations increase along the inner streamline (x = 0.5). The CO concentration increases
to a maximum and then decreases. Figure 19(b) shows similar behavior along the outer
streamline (x = 2.0). This behavior is the same as that observed by Howe, Viegas, and
Sheaffer (ref. 36) behind normal shocks in CO2 at slightly different ambient conditions!
Their gas model however did not include the effects of vibrational relaxation or ioniza-
tion. Figure 19(c) indicates that the concentrations of the electrons and the C+ and O+ ions
increase with distance whereas CO+ reaches a maximum and then begins to decrease along
the inner streamline (x = 0.5). The same behavior is exhibited along the outer streamline
(x = 2.0) except that the CO+ has not reached a maximum and begun to decrease, as shown
in figure 19(d). Along both streamlines, the dominant electron-producing reaction is the
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ionization of CO. The C% concentrations shown in figures 19(e) and 19(f) are several
decades lower than the concentrations of the other species.
The pressure and temperature distributions along the surface of the body are shown
in figures 20 and 21, respectively. Figure 22 presents species concentrations along the
body surface. On the body surface the longer particle residence times have allowed more
CO dissociation and resulted in most of the electrons being formed from ionization of- C
and O. This result is in contrast to the results shown along the inner and outer
streamlines.
Figure 23 is a profile of the static enthalpy across the shock layer at x = 2.0. It
can be seen that the enthalpy increases sharply near the body. This region near the body
is known as the entropy layer. Gas particles in this region have experienced a much
larger rise in entropy from traversing the shock closer to the stagnation streamline and,
as a result, much of the kinetic energy was converted to thermal energy. Pressure and
temperature profiles across the shock layer at x = 2.0 are shown in figure 24. A typi-
cal electron concentration profile across the shock layer is shown in figure 25. It can be
seen that the concentration builds up rapidly within the entropy layer near the body.
Case IV
This example was selected to represent entry into a possible Martian atmosphere
having a composition of 95 percent CO2 and 5 percent A by mass. The free-stream con-
ditions are:
VOQ = 4.572 x 105 cm/sec
p = 1.068 X 10-5 g/cm3
OO
Too = 200 K
The scheme of kinetic reactions and rates used in this example is given in appendix C.
Vibrational nonequilibrium was assumed. After some experimentation it was found that
a shock shape of the form
<57>
resulted in the body shown in figure 26 which closely approximates a 60° half-angle
sphere-cone with a 1-cm nose radius. Pressure and temperature variations along
streamlines crossing the shock at x = 0.4 and 1.6 are shown in figures 27 and 28.
Species concentrations along these same streamlines are presented in figure 29.
The CO2 concentration decreases rapidly with increasing distance as it dissociates into
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CO and O and results in the increasing concentrations of these species shown in fig-
ure 29(a). It is seen from figure 29(c) that the dominant ion present is CO+.
Figure 30 illustrates the pressure and temperature variations along the surface of
the body. Species concentrations along the body are presented in figure 31. It can be
seen that the peak electron concentration on the surface occurs near the nose. The elec-
trons are seen to result primarily from ionization of CO as was the case on the stream-
lines within the shock layer.
The sudden rise in static enthalpy within the entropy layer is shown in figure 32 for
x = 1.6. Pressure and temperature profiles across the shock layer at this value of x
are shown in figure 33. Figure 34 illustrates the variation in the electron concentration
across the shock layer. A marked increase in electron concentration is observed within
the entropy layer.
Investigation of the assumed reaction mechanism for this case indicates that the
chemical kinetics are controlled predominantly by two-body collision processes. Since
the three-body recombination reactions are relatively unimportant, the remainder of the
reactions are two-body collisions having the same density dependence. For specified ini-
tial temperature and species concentrations, the time (or distance) variation of all vari-
ables can then be scaled with respect to density. Practically, this concept of binary
scaling (ref. 8) means that for a given flight velocity, flows will be similar if the product
of ambient density and nose radius is held constant. For this particular case the results
would then apply for a body with nose radius of 30.48 cm and p = 3.5 x 1Q-"7 g/cm3.
oo
These conditions might be typical of a Viking-type entry on Mars.
To demonstrate the validity of the binary scaling assumption, it is necessary to
assess the importance of three-body recombination reactions for this system. Define the
rate of reaction j per unit mass of mixture as
(58)
and define the ratio
RJ,j+l=RJ/RJ+l (59)
The ratio Rj j+i can then be used to judge the relative importance of the forward rate
to the reverse rate of a reaction.
Shown in figure 35 are the ratios along the inner streamline (x = 0.4) of the forward
rate for the system of reactions as numbered in appendix C for this case. It can be seen
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that Hi ;+j » 1 for all the reactions involving three-body recombinations except R% 4
which indicates that the recombination of C and O to form CO is becoming more impor-
tant far from the shock on this streamline. However, at the furthermost point, R3 4 ~ 6;
therefore, the assumption that the flow along this streamline can be scaled is probably
still a reasonable approximation. A true test of the validity of binary scaling in this case
would require repeating the calculation for various values of px for constant p^Rn
and comparing the results.
Case V
This example is similar to Case IV with the same free -stream conditions and kinetic
reactions, but with a composition of 50 percent CC^ and 50 percent A by mass. After
some experimentation it was found that the shock shape given by
<60)
results in the body shown in figure 36 which closely approximates a 60° half-angle sphere-
cone with a 1-cm nose radius. The shock standoff distance is greater for this case than
that for Case IV because of the lower density ratio across the shock for this mixture.
Pressure and temperature variations along streamlines crossing the shock at x = 0.4
and 1.6 are shown in figures 37 and 38. Comparing figures 28 and 38 shows that the tem-
perature in the shock layer is about 10 percent higher for this case. The variations of
species concentrations along these streamlines are presented in figure 39. Comparison
with figure 29 from Case IV shows essentially the same behavior. Again, the predomi-
nant ion is CO+. The electron concentrations are somewhat higher for this case because
of the higher temperature in the shock layer.
Pressure and temperature variations on the body surface are shown in figure 40.
Figure 41 illustrates variations of species concentrations on the surface. The only obvi-
ous difference in the profiles from those of Case IV appears in the electron concentration.
In the previous case the profile reached a maximum near the sphere- cone juncture and
then decreased. For this case the profile decreases monotonically with increasing
distance.
Existence of the entropy layer is again demonstrated by the rapid increase in static
enthalpy near the surface shown in figure 42 for x = 1.6. Pressure and temperature dis-
tributions across the shock layer at this value of x are shown in figure 43. The varia-
.tion.in .electron concentration across the shock layer at this value of x is shown in fig-
ure 44 to be about a factor of 10 higher than that for Case IV.
The ratio of forward reaction rates to reverse reaction rates for this reaction sys-
tem as given in appendix C is shown in figure 45. It can be seen that all R^ ^ +j » 1 for
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the three body recombination reactions. Thus, the binary-scaling assumption appears to
be justifiable for this case.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An approximate inverse solution is presented for the nonequilibrium flow in the
inviscid shock layer about a vehicle in hypersonic flight. A number of representative
cases have been presented. Case I is a comparison of results for nonequilibrium air
with the more exact inverse method. Case n is a comparison of the results for nonequi-
librium air with the streamtube method. Cases HI, IV, and V present results for entry
of spherical nose cones into representative Martian and Venusian atmospheres. From
the foregoing analysis and results, the following observations can be made.
The method of solution as programed herein can handle a realistic model of an arbi-
trary gas mixture with large numbers of chemical reactions and species. A larger num-
ber of reactions and/or species could be easily accommodated by increasing the dimen-
sioning of the appropriate variables in the FORTRAN program. The gas model permits
consideration of vibrational relaxation, dissociation, recombination, ionization, electronic
excitation, and vibration-dissociation coupling. With relative ease the gas model could
be made more sophisticated. For example, the vibrational partition function could include
effects of anharmonicity or a more realistic vibration-dissociation coupling model could
be included.
Many flow-field solutions suffer the disadvantage of being valid only in the subsonic
(or supersonic) region of a shock layer. Another method is required to solve the super-
sonic (or subsonic) region so that the solutions match in the transonic zone. The approxi-
mations inherent in the method presented herein avoid this difficulty and render the
method applicable for subsonic and supersonic flows.
The solution offers little difficulty in programing for use on a digital computer as
evidenced by the program described herein. Primarily because of the approximations
made to the governing equations, this method offers the possibility of significant reduc-
tions in computing time. The required computing time for Case I on the Control Data 6600
digital computer was 79 seconds. The remaining 4 cases required between 5 and 14 min-
utes of time, Case n requiring the maximum time. These times are based upon calcu-
lating 20 streamlines. This result appears to be a significant reduction in the times
reported in most of the existing literature on nonequilibrium flow fields.
The accuracy of the present method compared extremely well with the inverse
marching integration technique for Case I and the streamtube method for Case n.
Although the method fails on the Z-axis and the approximations are crude close to the
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stagnation point, the requirements of a thin shock layer and a smooth symmetric body
are not so restrictive that application of the method is unduly hindered.
For Case m the electron concentrations were found to be greatest near the body in
the entropy layer. In this region the electrons are produced primarily from ionization of
C and O atoms. Within the shock layer, but outside the entropy layer, the concentrations
are lower and the major ion present is CO+.
For Case IV the electron concentrations were found to be greatest in the entropy
layer. Throughout the shock layer the major ion present is CO+. Maximum electron
concentration occurred near the nose on the body.
The assumption of binary scaling for this system of reactions used in this case
appeared to be a justifiable approximation. It was evident, however, that the recombina-
tion of C and O to form CO is the critical reaction in determining the validity of this
assumption.
The larger percentage of argon for Case V compared with Case IV results in the
argon acting as a nondissociating diluent with resulting higher temperatures in the shock
layer. The electron concentrations are correspondingly higher. Maximum concentra-
tions exist in the entropy layer. The binary-scaling assumption again appears to be jus-
tifiable for case V.
It should be emphasized that the systems of reactions chosen for these cases are
merely representative and by no means definitive. Possible inaccuracies may arise if
an incomplete reaction mechanism is used.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., October 28, 1971.
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APPENDIX A
A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE FLOW FIELD IN
A NONEQUILIBRIUM SHOCK LAYER ABOUT A SMOOTH
SYMMETRIC BODY TRAVELING AT HYPERSONIC
SPEEDS USING AN INVERSE TECHNIQUE
By Barbara L. Weigel
Langley Research Center
Introduction
This appendix describes the digital computer program (LRC Program D1290) devel-
oped to support the study of an inverse technique (shock- shape specified) for determining
the flow field in a nonequilibrium shock layer about a smooth symmetric body traveling at
hypersonic speeds. The problem description, development of governing equations, sym-
bols, method of solution, and results are discussed in the text of this paper.
Problem Description
The problem of determining the flow field in a shock layer about a smooth symmet-
ric body behind a specified shock shape may be divided into six parts :
(1) Computation of the shock geometry (xs, zs, rs, Rc, cos 9, and sin 0) from a
definition supplied by the user. (See fig. 1)
(2) Computation of the free- stream quantities (|i ,„, p, a^,, M^, and e^j
(3) Computation of quantities immediately behind the shock (es, Ts, p , p , ug,
and j
(4) Computation of pressures, and their derivatives, in the flow field (p(x,i//) and
(5) Integration along streamlines from a point just behind the shock to a point suffi-
ciently downstream to define the flow field
(6) Computation of physical space quantities r, y, and z, at specified points in
the flow field to give a good body and flow field definition
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Numerical Methods
The numerical methods used for the development of this program include
(1) A modified Runge-Kutta integration scheme designed for chemical problems
(ref. 31)
(2) The Newton-Raphson iteration method (ref. 37, p. 192)
(3) Numerical differential equations (ref. 38, p. 96)
(4) Simpson's Rule integration technique (ref. 39, p. 137)
(5) Trapezoidal Rule integration technique (ref. 39, p. 142)
Subprograms
























to compute the shock geometry and
store on tape 10
to evaluate the pressure p and its
derivative p and store on tapes
to evaluate TS
to iterate for e
to iterate for Ts
to obtain the integration technique
to evaluate the derivatives h, Cj, and
ey i for i = 1,1
to evaluate e
to test results of an integration step and
accept or reject the results
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Subprogram SHOCKG(DELX,ZSTERM,IZTERM) is called by D1290 to compute the
shock geometry parameters and store them on tape 10. This subroutine must be supplied
by the user to define the shock shape desired. The calling sequence must contain the two
input quantities DELX and ZSTERM and a generated integer, IZTERM, the number of x
values computed in the subroutine. The user must store the following parameters on
tape 10: x, z, r, Rc, cos 9, and sin 0. These six parameters must be computed at
each x from x = 0 to x £ ZSTERM and x must be in increments of DELX/5 to
DELX and increments of DELX thereafter until x ^ ZSTERM where
x distance along shock, cm
z distance along symmetry axis, cm
r perpendicular distance from symmetry axis to shock, cm
Rc radius of curvature of shock, cm
d local shock inclination angle, radians
STOP 13 has been used for error stops in this subroutine. In the sample case, the fol-
lowing shock shape was defined:
z = cosh r - 1.0






To encourage iteration to an acceptable value of e and thereby reduce instability,
the following tests have been used:
(1) If the maximum number of iterations (10) is exceeded before convergence is
reached, a new estimate of e is computed and the iteration is again attempted. The
program will restart this iteration twice. If convergence is not reached, the program
will terminate with STOP 66.
l(2) If the converged e is greater than h and a negative T results, e is set
equal to h - 0.000001 * h and one more iteration on e is attempted.
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(3) If, after this maneuver, e is again greater than h, a trigger is set to restart
the integration interval at one-fourth the current computing interval.
Testing Results of Integration
After an integration interval has been computed, several tests are made to decide
whether to
(1) Continue,
(2) Recompute at one-fourth the current computing interval, or
(3) Stop the case.
Trial and error has proved that recomputing at a smaller interval sometimes prevents
instabilities and error conditions from developing.
Stagnation Streamline
The stagnation i// = 0.0 streamline is computed after the streamlines
Ax 2Ax 3Ax 4Ax
"T' ~' ~
have been integrated to x = Ax. Values of e, T, h, Cj, and e^ (i = 1,1) at i// = 0.0
are obtained by extrapolation. Then Tv ^ (i = 1,1), u, p, p, and p values are com-
puted and the i// = 0.0 streamline is integrated from Ax to x = ZSTERM.
Negative u2
In the evaluation of the derivatives if u2 becomes negative, the integration is dis-
continued and an attempt is made to compute the physical space values for the calculated
flow field.
Input
The data input is loaded by using FORTRAN IV NAMELIST. One card, 80 columns,
is read in by FORMAT (8A10) for case identification. The input symbols are as follows:
Symbol Descriptionricimc
$NAM1 - . . . _ . . . . .
DELX Ax increment along shock, cm
ZSTERM length of symmetry axis, z, cm
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maximum number of species i, §25
maximum number of reactions j, ^50
an array containing an integer indicating
which species i to use to calculate the
coupling factor $; for reaction j
1, vibrational nonequilibrium; 0, vibra-
tional equilibrium
universal gas constant, ergs/mole-K
ratio of frozen specific heats
an array containing free-stream mass




an array containing molecular weight for
each species i, g/mole
an array containing temperature exponent
for each reaction j in Arrhenius-type
rate equation
an array of activation energies for each
reaction j, K
a two-dimensional array of correlation









a two-dimensional array of stoichiometric
coefficients of ith reactant in jth reaction
a two-dimensional array of stoichiometric
coefficients for ith product in jth reaction
a two-dimensional array of coefficients in
vibrational relaxation time expression
BETAIK a two-dimensional array of temperature





a two-dimensional array of coefficients in
vibrational relaxation time expression
an array containing characteristic vibra-
tional temperature K for each species i
an array of factors for each species i to
permit approximating a polyatomic mole-
cule by a diatomic molecule
FI an array of correlation factors for each
species i, 0.0 for monatomic species
and 1.0 for all others
DELHI
DELI
an array of standard heat of formation at
0 K for each species i, ergs/mole
an array of dissociation energy for each
species i, K
EVI an array of vibrational energy per unit
mass for each species i, ergs/g
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an array containing number of electronic
levels for each species i
a two-dimensional array containing degen-
eracy of LI electronic levels for each
species i
a two-dimensional array containing energy








an array containing frequency factor,
cm3n/molen-sec, for each reaction j
in Arrhenius-type rate equation
the initial computing interval. If no XI
is input, 0.0001220703125 will be used
an array of (I(IMAX) + l] values used by
integration scheme to control size of
computing interval. 0.0 < ELE1 ^ 64.0
an array of (2(IMAX) + l] values used by
integration scheme to control size of
computing interval. ELE2 < ELE1
an array of x values at which physical
space calculations are desired. They
must be multiples of DELX. The program
sets XPST(l) = DELX and XPST(NXPST)
= j[x at ZSTERM) + 100.6]
number of values in XPST array = 100
PRINT ANSWERS every IFF integration;
IPF = 5 unless input otherwise
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FORTRAN
name Symbol Description
CIMAX maximum computing interval; if CIMAX is
not input, 0.0625 will be used
TIMER time, in decimal seconds, requested on
JOB card. If case does not terminate
in time estimated on JOB card, data for
pickup will be stored on tape 13. If
TIMER is not input, 3600.0 or 1 hour
will be used
IPICKUP = 1 to pickup case from tape 13
= 0 unless input
IBUG an array of 15 integers which must be
input as 0 to trigger debug printouts
at critical points (see Program Listing'
$
With some cases, difficulties were encountered in starting the integration. When
this condition occurred, the input quantities XI, ELE1, ELE2, and CIMAX ~vere varied
until the integration proceeded.
After reading in NAMELJST input, read in the IMAX species (10 spaces per species,
8 species per card) by Format (8A10) and the JMAX reactions by the same FORMAT using
20 spaces per reaction, 4 reactions per card. If the species and reactions are not read
in, IMAX/8 + JMAX/4 blank cards must be put in the deck. If (IMAX/8) and (JMAX/4)
are not whole numbers, they should be rounded to the next whole number.
Sample Input
A sample input follows:
SHOCK SHAPE NEOA GROSE.12-17-68 7 SPECIES.14 REACTIONS OOOO
SNAM1


































1)- 0..71592..85343..99212. . 4*0..
2)3 0*.11342..18879..51385..52104..71026*. 2*0**
3)= 0..27659.,27670.,41496., 4*0..









M J C 1 1 > 3 6,3.0.0.
A J C 1 )= 1.2E21,1.0E18.5.2E21.1.3E21.3.0E21.1.67E2O.1.OE12.2.38E11.5.0E13.
1.11E13.9.1E24.4.79E23.1.8E21.2.17E11.
A J C 1 1 ) " 1.8E21.2.17E11.0,0.
BJ( 1 )= -1.5.-1.0.-1.5.-l*5.-l*5.-l*5.O.5.O.5.O..O..-2.S.-2«5.-1.5»O.I2.
B J C 1 1 > » -1.5.0.12.0.0.






















































A IJC1. 6)3 6*1 .0.
A IJ C1« 7 > = 7*0.
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AUd .! 1 >* 7*0.
A I J d .12)= 7*0,
ALPIKd l)= 7*5.675E-4,




















SIGIKd . 3)= 7*0.
SIGIKd . 4)3 7*0,
SIGIKd . 5)= 7*135.3,




ELE1 d ) -42*64.,
EUE2C1
Xt».0625,
OELX=O.O6, TCHECKT=O.3, HCHECKT«0.01 « PHMAX=65.0»
EVI d )=20*0.0.
NXPST<=15. XPSTd ) = . 06. .12,. 18, .24. .3. .36.. 42,. 48. .54, .6, .66, .72, .78, .84,10* «
IPF=5, fJMER-240., IPIC<UP=0,
$ • - • •
N2 O2 N O NO NO-I- E-
02 + M = 2 O - f M 2O •*•. M z O2 + M NO + M a N - f O + M N - f O - » - M = NO +
N2 + M »• 2N + M 2N + M = N2 + M N + O2 = NO + O N O + O a N + 0
N2 + O = NO + N NO + N a N2 •»• 0 NO* + E - = N + 0 N + O= NO+ + E
Tape Assignments
Tape 5, input, with buffer size 1001
Tape 6, output, with buffer size 1001
Tape 8, to save derivative of pressure at each x for each i//
Tape 9, to save pressure at each x for each if/
Tape 10, to save the shock geometry parameters x and corresponding z, r,
Rc, cos 0, and sin 0
Tape 11, to save quantities behind the shock Ts, es, pg, ps, ug, ij/s, hg,
(ev i) (i = 1,IMAX) at each x
Tape 12, to save physical space data
Tape 13, pickup tape
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Operational Details
Program D1290 was written in FORTRAN IV language for the Control Data 6000
series digital computer under the Scope 3.0 operating system. The program requires a
field length of 110 OOOg. The sample case was completed in two passes on the Control
Data 6600 computer to illustrate the pickup capability.
Programed STOPS
STOP 1, incorrect input
STOP 6, EOF 10 in main program
STOP 13, in SHOCKG
STOP 30, in CHECK when computing interval less than l.OE - 15
STOP 50, EOF 9 in FDPDX
STOP 66, in BASIC when no convergence on e iteration
STOP 301, in MAIN for error in XPST array or IZTERM .GT. 500
STOP 321, TTRl stop in main program
STOP 422, in MAIN after pickup tape written
STOP 663, in MAIN when x is not equal to VARI(IPSI)
STOP 665, in MAIN after an integration attempt
STOP 670, when acj is negative
Pickup Tape
Under control of the input value TIMER, the estimated time on the JOB card and a
REQUEST card, a pickup tape will be generated if the case does not terminate in the esti-
mated time. A pickup may not be made before the i// = 0.0 streamline integration has
started.
Output
When no debug printouts are requested (IBUG array = 1), the printed output will
contain:
1 ID information
2 a list of the IMAX species
3 a list of the JMAX reactions
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a printout of the input quantities and those generated in the initialization
section
the shock geometry x, z, r, Rc, cos 9, and sin 0
the free-stream quantities fi^, p^, a^, M^, ei x, e^, (ee ^ , and
7 the quantities behind the shock Ts, es, pg, pg, us, i//g, hs, and
(ey jA (i = IjIMAX) for each streamline i// or each x distance
along shock
8 IZTERM, the number of x values on the shock or the number of streamlines
to be integrated
9 The following values are printed every IPF acceptable integration intervals :
IPSI streamline ID beginning with 2 for i// at x = DELX/5
DC number of integration steps for streamline beginning with 1 at
the shock
IMAX
' ' ' > for computing interval / C:
P,u,T,eJ L^ l
Cj (i=l,IMAX) concentration
cm | (i=l,IMAX) molecular concentration
e.. i (i=l,IMAX) vibrational energy
">*•
(IPSI=6) is used for the stagnation streamline, \j/ = 0.0, and the streamline begin-
ning at Ax
10 after all the streamlines have been computed, the physical space values r,y,z
are printed at the x values given in the XPST array
11 after the initial conditions for a streamline are printed, the statement
" - CHECKT= " appears. This number represents the elapsed
time, in seconds, from start
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12 other comments are printed to help the user follow the flow of the solution or
to explain built-in remedial maneuvers to continue a solution which is in
trouble
13 the IBUG debug printout options represent areas of difficulty during the
development of the program. They may be helpful to the user for a closer
examination of selected quantities and so have been left in the program
Sample Output
A sample output follows:
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ENO THIS CASE, HALLELUJAH
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APPENDIX A - Continued
Complete Program
The complete program including comments for the sample case, the flow diagram,
and the deck setup is reproduced herein.
PROGRAM 01290.«INPUT = 1001»OUTPUT,=1001.TAPE5=INPUT.TAPE6=OUTPUT,
i TAPE8,TAPE9,TAPE13.TAPElltTAPE12.TAPE13l
C
C TAPES TO SAVE DERIVATIVE OF PRESSURE AT EACH X FOR EACH PSI
C TAPE9 TO SAVE PRESSURE AT EACH X FOR EACrt PSI
C TAPE10 TO SAVE X AND CORRESPONDING ZS.RS.RC.COSTtSINT
C TAPE11 TO SAVE TS.ES,PS,RHOS,UStPSIS.HS.(EVIS( I» ,1=1, IMAX)
C TAPE12 TO SAVE PHYSICAL SPACE DATA
C TAPE13 TO SAVE COMMON FOR PICKUP TAPE
C
C BL WEIGEL FOR WILLIAM L GROSE,APO,GAS PHYSICS SECTION
C INVERSE TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING THE FLOW FIELD IN A SHOCK
C LAYER ABOUT A SMOOTH SYMMETRIC BODY TRAVELING AT HYPERSONIC
C SPEEDS
C PHASE 3, A DIRECT NON-EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATION
C
C CALINTH,INTEGRATION ROUTINE
C THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION ALGORITHM USED IS FOUND IN -A METHOD
C FOR THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF COUPLED FIRST ORDER
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH GREATLY DIFFERENT TIME CONSTANTS-
C BY CHARLES E. TREANOR,CONTRACT NO.NASR-119,CAL REPO.U NO.
C AG-1729-A-V,JANUARY 196*. CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY , INC.
C CORNELL UNIVERSITY, BUFFALOtN.Y.
C
C ITR1 - NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION METHOD





C B SHOCK GEOMETRY 1 •
C I X . . BODY
C 1 / .
C 1.
C 1
c . . . . . . . . z
C I .
C 1.
C 1 . .
C 1 . •
C 1 •
C . ;_ __ ' 1 •
c "" INPUT" .
C READ IN I CARD, 80 COLUMNS, BY FORMAT!BA10» FOR CASE ID
C INPUT DEFINITIONS NAMELIST INPUT
C
C $NAM1
C OELX = INCREMENT ALONG SHOCK
C ZSTERM= LENGTH OF SYMMETRY AXIS ,Z
c IMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF i-s,SPECIES, LESS THAN OR = 25
c JMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF j-s,REACTIONS,LESS THAN OR = so
C IBUG = 0 DEBUG PRINT OUTS
C = I,NO DEBUG PRINT OUTS, 1 UNLESS INPUT OTHERWISE
C MJ CODE INDICATING WHICH SPECIES, I. TO USE_ TO CALCULATE
C COUPLING FACTOR, PHI SUB J, FOR REACTION J
C M =1 FOR VIBRATIONAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM.
'C = 0 FOR VIBRATIONAL EQUILIBRIUM
C R UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT, ERG/MOLE DEC K
C GAMMA = RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
C CIINF = FREE S T R E A M MASS FRACTION FOR EACH SPECIES
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PINF = FREE STREAM PRESSUREi DYNES/ CM**2
TINF = FREE STREAM TEMPERATURE, DEG.K
VINF = FREE STREAM VELOCITY, CM/SEC
MUI = MOLECULAR WEIGHT FOR EACH SPECIES, GM/MOLE
THETAI= CHARACTERISTIC VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURE,DES.K
OGENI = FUDGE FACTOR TO PERMIT APPROXIMATING POLYATOMIC MOLECULE
BY DIATOMIC MOLECULE
FI = 0 FOR MONATOMIC SPECIES
= 1 FOR ALL OTHERS
DELHI = HEAT 3F FORMAT ION,ERGS/MOLE
DELI = DISSOCIATION ENERGY OF SPECIES
EVI = VIBRATIONAL ENERGY OF SPECIES
LI = NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC LEVELS FOR EACH SPECIES LI.LE.20
GIL = DEGENERACY DF L-TH ELECTRONIC LEVEL FOR I-TH SPECIES
EPSIIL= L-TH ELECTRONIC ENERGY LEVEL FOR I-TH SPECIES
AJ = FREQUENCY FACTOR IN ARRHENIUS TYPE RATE ED.
BJ = TEMPERATURE EXPONENT IN ARRHENIUS TYPE RATE EO.
EJ IN ARRHENIUS TYPE RATE EO.
AIJ = FACTOR TO ALLOW USE OF GENERAL SPECIES IN REACTION EQS IF
DESIRED, =1.0 OR =0.0
NUIJ = STOICHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS OF I-IH REACTANT IN J-TH
REACTION
NUPIJ = STOIC.HIOMETRIC COEFFICIENT FOR I-TH PRODUCT IN J-TH
REACTION
ALPIK = FACTORS IN EQ. FOR VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION TIME
~BTrATK = FACTORS IN~EQ. FOR "vfBRfftTONAL RELAXATION TIME
SIGIK.= FACTORS IN EQ. FOR VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION TIME
XI = INITIAL COMPUTING INTERVAL, .0001220703125 UNLESS INPUT,
ELE1 = <2*IMAX+1I VALUES USED BY INTEGRATION SCHEME
NORMALLY .1,.5 OR .05
EL€2 = (2*IMAX+1) VALUES USED BY INTEGRATION SCHEME
NORMALLY .05,.! OR .01 AND.LT.ELE1
XPST =« 99 OR LESS X-S AT WHICH PHYSICAL SPACE CALCULATIONS ARE
DESIRED. THEY MUST BE MULTIPLES OF OELX IN ORDER TO
HAVE RS,COST,ZS AND SINT VALUES
AND LAST MUST BE .GT.X AT ZSTERM ; .
THEREFORE, XPSTCNXPSTI SET = X AT ZSTERM «• 100.0 IN
PROGRAM
XPSTU) MAY NOT BE 0.0
THEREFORE, XPSTdl SET = DELX IN PROGRAM
NXPST = NUMBER OF X-S AT WHICH PHYSICAL SPACE CALCULATIONS ARE
DESIRED
IPF = PRINT FREQUENCY, 3 UNLESS INPUT OTHERWISE
IPF NOT IN COMMON THEREFORE IT MAY BE VARIED ON PICKUP RUN
CIMAX = MAXIMUM CJ OR COMPUTING INTERVAL
0.0625 UNLESS INPUT OTHERWISE
CIMAX NOT IN COMMON THEREFORE IT MAY BE VARIED ON PICKUP
RUNS
TIMER = TIME,IN DECIMAL SECONDS, REQUESTED ON JOB CARD
IF THE JOB DOES NOT TERMINATE IN THE TIME ESTIMATED ON
THE JOB CARD, DATA FOR PICKUP WILL BE ST31ED ON TAPE 13*
IT IS = 3600.0 OR 1 HOUR UNLESS INPUT OTHERWISE
TIMER NOT IN COMMON THEREFORE IT MAY BE VARIED ON PICKUP
RUNS
= 0 UNLESS INPUT
= 1.T3 PICKUP CASE FROM TAPE 13
= CONTROL ON SIZE OF COMPUTING INTERVAL IN CHECK
IF(ABS(HPREV-H)/H.GT.HCHECK» REDUCE INTERVAL
= CONTROL ON SIZE OF COMPUTING INTERVAL IN CHECK
IF(ABS(TPREV-T»/T.GE.TCHECK) REDUCE INTERVAL






AFTER READING IN NAM1, READ IN THE IMAX SPECIES BY FORMATI8A10I
10 SPACES PER SPECIES
THEN READ IN THE JMAX REACTIONS BY THE SAME FORMAT USING 20
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IF THE SPECJES AND REACTIONS ARE NOT READ IN,
IMAX/B PLUS J M A X /V BLANK C~AROS MUS? BE PUT TN THE~bTciT
STOPS
STOP 1 INCORRECT INPUT
STOP 6 EOF 13 IN MAIN
STOP 13 IN SHOCKG
STOP 30 IN CHECK WHEN COMPUTING INTERVAL.LT.1.OE-15
STOP 50 EOF 9 IN FOPDX
STOP 66 IN BASIC WHEN NO CONVERGENCE ON E ITERATION!
STOP 301 IN MAIN FOR ERROR IN XPST A R R A Y OR IZTERM.GT.500
STOP 321 ITRl STOP IN MAIN
STOP 422 IN MAIN 4FTER PICKUP TAPE WRITTEN
STOP 663 IN MMN WHEN X.NE.VAR I ( IPSI I
STOP 665 IN MAIN 4FTER AN INTEGRATION ATTEMPT
STOP 670 IN MAIN WHEN A CI NEGATIVE
COMMON M, IX, IMAX, IPSI , IBUGU5)
COMMON PC 500I ,DPOX( SOOI.VARK 500)
FOLLOWING 7 V A R I A B L E S DIMENSIONED BY I MAX
COMMON EVI INF<25) ,THETAI (25 )»MUI<25) .FK25) ,DELHI (25 ) ,C I INF(25 ) ,
1 LK25)
COMMON R,MUINF,DELTA,LAMSQ,OMEGSO.OMEGA,MU,T,U
FOLLOWING 2 VARIABLES DIMENSIONED BY < L M A X IN LI . IMAX)
COMMON EPSI IL(20,251,GIL(20,251
COMMON V A R < 5 2 ) , C U V A R ( 5 2 > . D E R C 5 1 )
COMMON ZS,RS,RC,SINT,COST,PS,US,PSIS
FOLLOWING * VARIABLES DIMENSIONED BY JMAX
COMMON MJ(50»,EJ(50),AJ(50»,BJ(50>
FOLLOWING 3 VARIABLES DIMENSIONED BY I MAX
COMMON TVI(25),NK25),DGENI<25>
FOLLOWING 3 VARIABLES DIMENSIONED BY <IMAX+1,JMAX) OR
(I MAX .JMAX)
COMMON NUIJ(26,50),AIJ(25,50),NUPIJ(25,50)
FOLLOWING 3 VARIABLES DIMENSIONED BY ( IMAX, IMAX)
COMMON SIGIM25,25),ALPIK(25,25I,BETAIK(25,25I
COMMON KSTAG.IMAXP2,IMAXL.N, IG, ISTAG.LPS2.LPS1,IMAXP1
COMMON X,TS,ES,RHOS,HS,RHOURT,PHMAX,AAAAA,PREPSIS,PREX,PRERU
E V I S J I M A X )
COMMON E V I S < 2 5 ) , X P S T U O O )
COMMON /LAB2/ OELX.ZSTERM,IZTERM
CD MMON /LAB3/ EINF ,^ INF, RH 0 INF , V IN F, E , J MAX .KEY J NT, R H Q_, HS T A G
COMMON /LAB4/ >FTL,KITR1,EITRl .
COMMON /LABS/ IUNEG
COMMON /LAB6/ EL B, SP EC ,C J ,TPREV, HPREV, HCHECK.TCHECK.
COMMON /LABT/ ITNEG.IEXP
COMMON /LABS/ EL El(51),ELE2(51),NERR
SPECIE( IMAX) ,REACT(JMAX) ,DEL I ( IMAX)








01 ME NSION PSIGIS ), TG (S ) ,HG (6 I, CIT( 6) ,E IT (6 ) , EG < S )
CMdMAXl.CK IMAXI,EVI< IMAX)
DIMENSION CM(25 ) ,CI(25 ) ,EVI(25 )
DIMENSION X X ( 3 ) , X X X ( 3 )
XX AND XXX ARE TOKEN DIMENSIONS WHICH WILL CHANGE AS




APPENDIX A - Continued
EQUIVALENCE ( VAR (1 ) , XVAR » , (VAR ( 2 ) , H) ,( VAR( 3 1 ,C I ( 1 1)
C VAR(2+IMAX+1)=EVI<1 I









NAME LIST/NAM1/ DELX .ZSTERM, IMAX, JMAX, IBUS.MJ, M.R.SAMMA,
1 CIINF.PINF,TINF,VINF,MUI,THETAI.DGENI,FI,DELHI..OELI,EVIfLI,
2 GIL«EPSIIL,AJ,BJ, EJtAIJ,NUIJ,NUPIJ,ALPIK,BETAIK,SIGIK,XI,CIMAX,










C TIMER= ONE HOUR
TI ME R= 3600.0
DO 5 1=1,15















V A R ( I » = 0 .
C U V A R ( I»=0.
IF ( I.E0.52) SO T3 10





READ (5,15) <IN( II, 1=1, 8)
15 FORMAT (8A10)
READ (5.NAM1)
IF ( IPICKUP.EO.OI 63 TO 60
PRINT 15, CIN( I) ,1=1,8)
C READ PICKUP FROM TAPE13
C THIS SHOULD PICKUP ALL COMMON AND LABELED COMMON
C PLEASE CHECK DIMENSIONS IF THERE ARE PICKUP PROBLEMS
C
R E A D (13) < X X < I ) ,1=1,8961) , < X X X < I ) ,1=1.128)
00 20 I * 1 , I Z T E R M
READ (13) X ,ZS.RS.aC,COST,S INT
CALL RECOUT (10, 1, 0 , X,ZS,RS,RC ,COST, SINT )
READ (13) <DPDX( J) , J=I , I ZTERM)
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CALL R ECOUT (8.2.0,DPDX, I, IZ'TERM ,11
READ (13) IX,TS,ES.PS,RHOS,US,PSlS~,HS
READ (13) (EVIS(J ) ,J=1 , IMAX)
CALL RECOUT (11,1, 0, IX.TS, ES ,PS» RHOS .US . PSI S.HS)
CALL RECOUT (11,2,0.EVIStl.IMAXt1I
READ (13) X
READ (131 (P (J ) , J= I , IZTERM)
CALL RECOUT (9.1.0.X)
CALL RECOUT (9,2.0.P.It IZTERM,!)
20 CONTINUE
IF (KSTAG.E0.3) GO TO 30
DO 25 I=1,KSTAG
















CALL RECIN <<3, 2, IREC IN, P, I , I ZTERM, 1)
CALL RECIN (8.2,IRECIN,DPDX,I,IZTERM,1)
40 CONTINUE
REAO (131 (XX(II,1 = 1,8961),(XXX( II,1=1,1281
REWIND 13
PRINT 45
45 FORMAT (24HJ PICKUP CASE /)
PRINT 50, IMAXL.<XPST(1) ,1=1,10) ,(ELE2(I>.1 = 1.5)
50 FORMAT ( lX ,6HIMAXL=, I3 , / lX ,5HXPST=,2(5E17.8 /» / lX ,5HELE2=,5E17.8 / lX
1,6HKSTAG=.13/1
PRINT 600, IPSI , IX ,XVAR,H,MU,PFTL.RHO,U,T.E.SPEC.SUMCI
IMAXP1=IMAX+1
PRINT 605. ( V A R ( I ) , I = 3 , I M A X P 1 I
PRINT 610, (CM(I ) , I -1 , IMAXI
IMAXP3=2+IMAX«-1 . • .
PRINT 615, ( V A R ( I ) , I = I M A X P 3 , I M A X L )
SPEC=0. .
I X = I X - 1





PRINT 55, IPF,CINAX,TIMER,HCHECKT,TCHECKT, IZTERM,KSTAG
55 FORMAT (1CH IPF = I2,10H CIMAX=E15.8,10H TIMER = E15.8,10H









PRINT 15. ( INI I).1=1,8)
C
C SUM OF CIINF SHOULD BE 1.0
SUM=0.
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00 75 I=1,IMAX
75 SUM=SUM4-CIINF< I) .
IF (SUM.EO.1.0) GO TO 85
PRINT 80, SUM,tCIINFm,I = l , IMAX)







C READ IN SPECIES AND REACTIONS
READ (5.90) ISPECIEt I),I=1,IMAX)
90 FORMAT (8A10)
PRINT 95
95 FORMAT ( / / )
PRINT 100
100 FORMAT (12H SPECIES/)
DO 110 I=1.JMAX
105 FORMAT ( IS tA lO l
11°. ?RINT 105t I ,SPECIE( I>
PRINT 95 ' - -
JMAX2=2*JMAX
READ 15.90) (REACT! I ),I=1,JMAX2)
PRINT 115
115 FORMAT <14H REACTIONS/)
J=6
DO 120 I=1.JMAX2,2





130 FORMAT (17H PRINT FREQUENCY=I3 )
PRINT 135, HCHECKT.TCHECKT.PHMAX
135 FORMAT UOH HCHECKT=E15.8 ,10H TCHECKT=E15.8.1DH PHMAX=E15,81
NXPSTP1=NXPST*1
PRINT 140, XI. CIMAX, ELEltELE2t NXPST, (XPSTt 1.1,1*1, ^ XPSTPl) •
1*0 FORMAT <4H XI=E15, 8/7H CIMAX=E15.8/6H ELE1»2E17. 8/7( 7E17.8/) /6H EL
1E2*2E17.8/7(7E17.8/I/7H NXPST=I3/6H XPST»/15«7E1 7.8/ )/)
PRINT 145. DELX.ZSTERM, TIMER, IP1CKUP
145 FORMAT (6H OELX=E1 5. 8/8H ZSTERM=E15. 8/7H TIMER'EIS. 8/9H IPICKUP*!!
I//)
PRINT 150. IMAX.JHAX.MtR, GAMMA, PINF, TINF , VINF, IBUS
150 FORMAT <6H IMAX=I2.8H JMAX=I2,5H M=I1/3H R=E15.8/7H GAMMA»E15.
18/6H PINF=E15.8/6H T INF=E15. 8/6H VINF=E15. 8/6H I BUG= II, 14I5/ )
PRINT 155
155 FORMAT <5X .3HMUI 12X.6HTHET AI 9X.5H06ENI 10X, 2HFI13X.5HOELHI 10X.4HDEL
1I11X.5HCIINF13X,3HEVI12X,2HLI/)
DO 165 I=1,IMAX
160 FORMAT (7E15. 5, 015.5,15)
165 PRINT 160, MUIU ).THETAI ( I ) , DGEN I( I ) ,FI( 1 1 .DELHI ( I ) , DELI ( I I,CIINF(
PRINT 170
170 FORMAT ( /6X.2HMJ6X.2HA J16X .2HBJ16X ,2HE J/ )
DO 180 J=1,JMAX
175 FORMAT U8,3E18. 8)




PRINT 185. I,(GIL(L, I),L=1,IMAXP1I
185 FORMAT (4H 1=15, 23H (GIL (L , I >,L=1, IMAX4-1 )/(3(7E18. 8/» I )
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I , (EPSI IL(L t l l tL- l t IMAXP1)
1 = 1?, 26H (E PS I IL( L, 1 1 , L=l , IMAX+1 ) /3 I 7E1 8. B/ > )
I,(AI J< I,J) ,J=1 , J M A X )
1=15, 21H ( AI J ( I ,J ) , J=l, JMAX ) /5<7E18.3/ ) )
I,( A L P I K ( K . I ) ,K=1,IMAX)
1 = 15. 23H ( ALP IMK , I ) ,K=1, IMAX > / 3 < 7E 18. 8/ I)
I, ( BETAIK (K,I I ,K=lt IKAX)
1=15, 24H { BETAI K< K, I ) ,K=1 , 1 MAX I /3 « 7E19. 8 / J )
I,(SIGIMK,I) ,K=1 , I M A X )
1=15, 23H < S IGIKCK, I ) ,K= 1, IMAX ) /3< 7E 18.8 /) )
I ,<NUIJ< I t J ) t J=lt JMAX)
1=15, 22H ( NUIJ1 Jt U , J=l . JMAX » /5 ( 7E18.8/ )»
I,(NUPIJ« I,J) ,J=1,JMAX)
1=15, 23H ( NUP IJ < J , I ) , J=l, JMAX > /5< 7E 13.8/M
IM,(NUI J( IM, J I , J=l, JMAX
.9HEND INPUT//)
DEFINE SHOCK GEOMETRY
AT EACH X FIND Z S,RS ,RC f COST, S INT AND STORE ON TAPE 10
CALL SHOCKG (DEL X, ZSTERM, I ZTERM)
IZTERM=NU1BER OF DELTA X INCREMENTS AS GENERATED IN SHOCKG
I,F (NXPST-l .GT.IZTERM) PRINT 235
FORMAT (84H NXPST-1. GT. I ZTERM, IT MUST BE .LE. FOR PHYSICAL SPACE C
1ALCULAT10NS - SEE DO 700 LOOP/)
IF (NXPST-l.GT.IZTERM) STOP 301
PRINT 415« IZTERM
IF ( IZTERM.GT.5DO) PRINT 240











FOR EACH I, SPECIE
EINF=0
DO 275 1=1, IMAX
TEM=EXP(THETAI ( I )/TINF )
EVIINFm=<R*THETAHm/tMUim*<TEM-l.»>*FI<II
FOR EACH L, REACTION LEVEL
GSUM=0
GESUM=0
ARRAY IS GT 20/2X, 43HNEED
260
IF ( L I I . L E . 2 0 ) GO TO 255
P R I N T 250, LII
FORMAT (IX ,4HL II =, 13 ,2X, 28HA LEVEL IN LI





GESUM=GESUM*GIL(L,I I*EPSI IL< Lf I ) *TEM1
IF ( IBUG(l).NE.O) GO TO 265
PRINT 260, I,L,GSUM,GESUM,TEM1,EPSIIL(L, I),TINF,GIL(L,I)
FORMAT (36H I , L, GSUM ,GESUM,TEM1, EPSI IL , T INF, GI L/2I5. 6E18.8/)
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265 CONTINUE
EEIINF=R/MUim#tGESUM/GSUM)
EIINF=1.5*R*TINF/MUI UI+FIU )*R*TINF/MUI<I J+EVIINF<I)+EEIINF+OELHI
1 (I )/MUI (I I
EINF=EINF+EIINF*C1INFII)
IF (IBUG(2).NE.OI GO TO 275
PRINT 270, l,EINF,TEM,THETAIU),TINF,MUI{I ),EVIINF(I),GSUM,GESUM fE
1EI INF.EIINF.Fim.DELHK I)




280 FORMAT (31H *++ FREESTREAM QUANTITIES +++/8H MUINF=E15.8,10H R
IHOINF=E15.8.8H AINF=E15.8,8H MINF=E15. 8.9H EII NF«=E15» 8/7H E
2INF=E15.8/9H EEIINF=/(8E18.8/))
PRINT 285, <EVIINFU),I = 1,IMAX)
285 FORMAT (9H EVIINF=/(6E18.811
C END FREESTREAM QUANTITIES
C BEGIN QUANTITIES BEHIND SHOCK
C FOR j?_ANGEJ3F_X
PRINT 290
29C FORMAT ( X / 3 3 H *•»•+ QUANTITIES BEHIND SHOCK *+*/&X,2HTSlbX,2HES16X,
12HPS16X.4HRHOS14X,2HUS16X,4HPSIS1*X,2HHS)
IEOF=10
IF (NXPST.E0.2» PRINT 310





C USE RECOUT TO WRITE
C USE RECIN TO READ
C
CALL RECIN ( ID,1,1RECIN,X,ZS,RS,RC.COST,SINT)
IF (ENDFILE 10) 295,305
295 PRINT 300. IE3F




310 FORMAT (78H NXPST=2 - SURELY SOME PHYSICAL SPACE VALUES ARE DESIRE
ID ~ MAKE IT 3 AT LEAST)
DO 315 IT=2,NXPSTM1











TG=(TINF*(2.*GAMM4*TEM-(GAMMA-l»0))* ( (GAMMA-1.0)*TEM+2.)) /<(GAMMA*
11.)**2*TEM)
IF ( IBUG(S).NE.O) GO TO 325
PRINT 320. X.SINT,LAMBDA,OMEGA,DELTA,TEM.TG











IF < ICODE.EO.l) PRINT 330
330 FORMAT <34H MAXIMUM ITERATION EXCEEDED *****//»
IF (ICOOE.E0.2) PRINT 335
335 FORMAT I30H DERIVATIVE =0. IN ITR1 *****//)





IF (M.eO.H EVISU ) = EVIINFU)
IF (M.EO.lI GO TO 345
TEM=EXP(THETA!U » /TS )
EVISd )=<R*THETAI< I I ) / (MUI (I)*(TEM-1,) )*FI(I I
IF < I8UG«5».NE.O) GO TO 345
PRINT 340, IX.I.TEM.EVlSm





TEMl=EXP«-EPSIILtL,I ) /TS )
SUMG=SUMG+TEM1*GIL(L,I)
350 SUMGE=SUMGE+TEM1*GIL<L,I»*EPSI IL1L.I»
EEIS=(R/MUI ( I ) ) * (SUMGE/SUMG)
F.IS=(1.5*R*TSI/MUI (I H-(FI( I»*R*TSI/MUI( I J*1.0*EVIS(I ) + EEI S*OELHI (I
D/MUK I)
IF ( IBUG<5I.NE.O) GO TO 360
PRINT 355, EEIStEIS.SUMG.SUMGE
355 FORMAT (22H f- El S, El S, SUMG








C W R I T S DN TAPE 11 AT EACH X
CALL RgCOUT (11,1,0, IX,TS,ES,PS,RHOS.US,PS IS.US)




370 FORMAT (5H IX=I3,7H EVIS=/4(7E18.3/1/)
IF ( IBUG(5I.NE.OI GO TO 385
PRINT 375 .
375 FORMAT (50H III11II111111111111111111IIII/1UUH11/11111111n
PRINT 380. IX,TS,PS,RHOS,US,PSIS,HS,ES






390 FORMAT ( / / 2X .10HXXXXX ITK=I3 .2X ,6HNXPST=I3 ,2X ,5HXXXXX/ / )
IF ( ITK.GE.3*NXPST/*I GO TO 400
• PRINT 395
395 FORMAT (89H NUMBER OF X-S IN XPST ARRAY, ITK, IS .LT. 3*NXPST/4 - R
1EEXAMINE DELX.NXPST AND XPST A R R A Y )
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C END COMPUTATION OF QUANTITIES BEHIND SHOCK
C
CALL FOPDX
C FIND PRESSURE,?,AT EACH X FOR EACH STREAMLINE AND
C STORE ON TAPE 9
C FIND P DOT, DPDX, AT EACH X FOR EACH STREAMLINE
C STORE ON TAPE 8
C
C INTEGRATE ALONG EACH STREAMLINE PS I
C
C VARU) = XVAR
C V A R < 2 » = H,ENTHALPY V A R ( 2 I MUST BE H,WHICH MAY BE + OR -
C CONCENTRATION OF SPECIE
C V A R ( 3 ) = CK1)
C
C V A R ( 2 + I M A X ) = C I < I M A X )
C EQUILIBRIUM VIBRATIONAL ENERGY
C VAR(2+ IMAX + 1) = EVH1>
C





NI tl ) = A I N T < Y »
C
IF ( IBUGm.NE.OI GO TO 410
PRINT 405t ItY.NK I»



















C BEGIN EACH STREAMLINE COMPUTATION HE*E
420 IPSI=IPSI+1




C ISTAG = 2 FOP STREAMLINE DELX
IF ( ISTAGoEO. l l ISTAG=2
CALL RECIN (11,1.IRECIN,IX,TS,ES ,PS,RHOS,US.PSIS,HS»
CALL RECIN (11,2.1RECIN, EVIS,1,1 MAX, It
IF (ENOFILE 111 430,440
430 PRINT 435, IEOF.IPSI
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c




C EVALUATE D E R I V A T I V E S WHEN SPEC=O.C
11=0








450 DO 455 I=1,IMAX









IF (M.EO.OI V A R ( K ) = E V I S ( I )





IF ( IPSI.E0.6.AND. ISTAG.EQ.01 GO TO 635
CAtL RECIN (9tlt IRECINtXI
CAUL RECIN <<J,2, IRECINtPt IPSI , IZTERM, l l
IF (ENDFILE 9» 430,470
C
470 IEOF=8
CALL RECIN (8, 2, IR EC IN.OPOX, IP SI , I ZTERM, 1 )
IF (ENOFILE 8) 430,475
475 IF (JBUGOI.NE-0) G0 J° 485
PRINT 480, (VARI ( IT) ,DPDX( IT ),P< IT ), IT = I PS I , IZTER1)
4BO FORMAT (33H ( OPOX( I T J ,P( IT) ,1 T=IPSI ,1 ZTERM) /<6E 17.8 I )
485 CONTINUE
V A R ( 1 ) = X
C OMIT PSI=0.0 STREAMLINE FOR NOW --- PICK IT UP LATER






IF (X.EO.VARKIPSIM GO TO 500
C
PRINT 495. IPSI,X,VARHIPSI)
495 FORMAT (6H IPSI=H,4H X=E15.8,13H VARI { I PSI »=E15. 8 ,3*H X AND VA
IRI(IPSI) SHOULD BE EQUAL/63H EXAMINE GENERATION OF X,ON TAPE 9, AN
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ELB=0
SPEC=0
IF (VAR( l ) .GT.XPSTILPSl l ) LPS1»LPSH-1
LPS2=LPS1
505 CONTINUE
C CHECK ON PICKUP
CALL SECOND (CHECKT)
IF ( IX .NE. l ) GO TO 515
PRINT 510. CHECKT
510 FORMAT (20H ----------- — CHECKT=E15«8 )
515 IF (ICHEK. EO.ll GO TO 540
IF ( (TIMER-CHECKT).GT.30.» GO TO 560
IF ( IPSI.GT.5I GO TO 525
PRINT 520
520 FORMAT ( IX , /10X, 1DH$$$ $$$$$»$/ 67H MUST BE ON OR BEYOND PSI=0.t




C W*ITE PICKUP TAPE
WRITE (13) ( X X ( I ),!=!, 8961), (XXXJI ),J = l.r28) ___
PRINT 530. TIMER, CHECKT
530 FORMAT (30H PICKUP TAPE WRITTEN — TIMER=E15.8 ,1 OH CHECKT=E15. 8/
1)
ICHEK=1
PRINT 600, IPSI, IX, XVAR,H,MU,PFTL, RHO.U.T.E, SPEC, SUHCl
PRINT 605, < V A R ( I) , I=3, IMAXP2)
PRINT 610, . (CM( I ) , 1=1, IMAX)
IMAXP3 = 2+IMAX+-1
PRINT 615, < V A R ( II ,I=IMAXP3, IMAXL)
PRINT 620
PRINT 535
535 FORMAT (/93H ----------- ----- ----- ----- ----
ITEST=0








C WRITE ON 13 TO SAVE FOR PICKUP
CALL RECIN ( 10 ,1 ,1 RECIN, X, ZS,RS, RC .COST, SI NT )
WRITE (131 X ,ZS,RS,RC,COST,S INT
CALL RECIN (8, 2, IREC IN.DPDX, I , IZTERM .1 )
W R I T E (13) ( D P D X ( J ) , J=I , IZTERM)
CALL RECIN ( 11 ,1 ,1 RECIN, IX, TS, ES.PS, RHOS.US.PSIS ,HS)
CALL RECIN (11 ,2 ,1 RECIN, EV IS ,1 , I MAX, 1 )
WRITE (13) IX,TS,ES,PS,RHOS,US,PSIS,HS
WRITE (13) (E</IS(JI,J=lt IMAX)
CALL RECIN (9, 1 , IREC IN ,X )
CALL RECIN (9, 2, IREC IN,P, I , I ZTERM, 1 1
WRITE (13) X
WRITE (13) ( P ( J ) , J = I , I Z T E R M )
545 CONTINUE
DO 550 I=1,KSTAG
CALL RECIN ( 12 , 1 , 1 RECIN, IPSI .RHOURT, VAR( 1) ,PSI S )
W R I T E (13) IPSI, RHOURT, VARUI .PSIS
550 CONTINUE
PRINT 50. IMAXL, ( X P S T ( I ) ,1=1, 10). (ELE2U), 1 = 1,5) .KSTAG
PRINT 555
555 FORMAT (25H --- DATA ON TAPE 13 --- /)
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STOP 422
iC PICKUP DATA ON TAPE 13 STOP 422
560 CONTINUE
: I X = I X + 1
C
C CALINTH, MODIFIED RUNGE-KUTTA
CALL CALINTH (VAR,DERtELE1tELE2.CJ tSPEC.N,CUVAR.ELB,CIMAXtNERR.PHM
1AX)
C
i IF (NERR.EO.O) GO TO 575
i IF (NERR.EO.l) PRINT 565 t CJ,NI
565 FORMAT (16H BAD INPUT,CJrN=E17.8t15)
i IF (NERR.E0.2) PRINT 570 f ELE1.ELE2
570 FORMAT (IX .21HEXAMINE ELE1 AND ELE2/1G(7E17.8/))
:
 IF (NERR.E0.1.0R.NERR.EQ.2) STOP 665
C STOP 665
575 CONTINUE
'• IF (IX.EO. 1) GO T3 580
! IF ( IPSI.E0.6.ANO. IX.EQ.6) GO TO 530
i IF ( VAR( l ) .GE .VARKIZTERM) ) GO TO 580
i IF (IPSI.LT.6.AND,VAR(1),GE.DELX) GO TO 580
i KIPF=KIPF+1








IF (VAR(ISUM).LT.O.) PRINT 535





595 CMUCM) = VARUCM+2)*MU/MUKICM»
PRINT 600, IPSI . IX,XVAR,H,MU,PFTL,RHC,U,T,E.SPEC,SJMCI
600 FORMAT (2X I 2.15.8X,2HX=015.8,7X,2HH=D15.8,6X,3HMU=E15.8,7X,2HP=E15
1.8.5X,4HRHO=E15. 8/17X,2HU=E15.8,7X,2HT=E15.8,7X,2HE=E15.8,SX,3HC1 =
2E15.8.1X,8HSUM(CI)=E15.3)
PRINT 605, ( V A R ( I ) , I=3 , IMAXP2I
605 FORMAT (10X.9H CI( 11=015.8,9H CI( 21=015.8,9H CI( 3»=D15.8,9H
1 CM 4)=D15.8,9H CI( 5 ) =015. 8/10X ,9H CI( 6»=D15.8,9H CI( 71=015
2.8.9H CI< 8) = D15.8,9H CI( 9)=D15.8,9H C I( 10 ) = D15. 8/ lOX, 9H CWl
311=015. 8, 9H CI( 12) = D15.8,9H CI ( 13) =015.8 ,9H C I ( 14 ) =015. 8, 9H •'• CI
4(151=015. 8/1CX.9H C I ( 16 )=D15. 8, 9H CI ( 17) =015. 8.9H CI ( 18 ) =D15. 8,
59H CI <19)=01S.8.9H CH 20 ) = D15. 8/ 10 X,9H CI ( 21) =015. 8t 9H C I ( 2 2 ) =
6015. 8, 9H CI(23)=D15.8,9H C K 24 ) = D15. 8, 9H CI (25 ) =D15. 8 )
PRINT 610, (CMII ). I - l t IMAX)
610 FORMAT (10X.9H CM li 1)=E15.8,9H CM( 2) = E15.8,9H CM( 3)=E15.8,9H
1 CM( 4)=E15.8,9H CM( 5 1 =E 15.8/10X.9H CM( 6) = E15.8,9H CM( 7)=E15
2.8.9H CM( 8)=E15,8,9H CM( 9)=E15.8,9H CM( 10»=E15. 8/10X t9H CM(l
31)=E15.8,9H CM(12)=E15.8,9H CM ( 13) =E 15. 8 ,9H CM( U )=E15. 8, 9H CM
*(15I=E15.8/10X,9H CM( 16 )=E15. 8, 9H CM( 17) -E15.8 . JH CM( 18 )=E15. 8,
59H CM(19)=E15.8,9H CM( 20 )=E15. 8/ 10 X, 9H CM(21) =E15.8,9H CM(22)=
6E15.8,9H CM(23)=E15.6,9H CM( 24 )=E15. 8, 9H CM ( 25 1 =E 15. 8 I
IMAXL=2+IMAX+IMAX
PRINT 615, « V A R ( I ) , I = IMAXP3t IMAXL)
615 FORMAT (10X.9H EVH 1)=D15.8,9H EVK 2) = D15.8,9H EVI I 31=015. 8, 9H
1EVK 41=015. 8, 9H EVH 5 ) =015. 8/1 OX, 9H EVK 61=015. 8. 9H EVK 71=015
2.8.9H EVK 81=015.8, 9H EVK 91=015. 8, 9H EV I ( 10 ) = 015. 8/ lOX, 9H EVI (1
311=015. 8, 9H EVK 12 (=015.8, 9H E VI ( 13) =015. 8.9H EV I < U ) =015. 8, 9H EVI
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E9H EVI(19)=D15.8,9H EV I( 20 1 = 015. 8/10 X, 9H EVII 21) =D15.8,9H EVI(22)=
6015.8, 9H EVI(23I=D15.8,9H EV II 24 ) = D15. 8, 9H EVI ( 251 =015.8 »
PRINT 620
FORMAT ( / )
IF ( IBUGdl I.EO.O) IBUG(11» = 1
CONTINUE
IF (NEG,EO.-1) PRINT 630
FORMAT (31H A NEGATIVE CONCENTRATION.CI I
IF (NEG.EO.-l) STOP 670
STOP 670
WHEN IPSI=6, DELX AND STAGNATION STREAMLINES MILL BE COMPUTED
IUNEG = 1 IF U**2 NEC, IN BASIC
IF IUNE6.EO.I) 63 TO 735
IF IPSI.LT.6.AND.VAR(l».LT.XPST(in GO TO 505
IF ISTAG.EO.l.OR.ISTAG.EQ.2) GO TO 690
STAG=0 UNTIL AFTER EXfRAPOLATION FOR PSI=0. STREAMLINE
STAG=1 FOR PSI =0.0 STREAMLINE












E G ( I G ) = E
TGCIG)=T
HGUG)=H
IF (IPSI.LT.6) PRINT 725
IF ( IPSI.LT.6) GO T3 730
IPSI=6 STAGNATION STREAMLINE
AT DELX EXTRAPOLATE FOR PSI»0. VALUES
PSI=0.
MG=1
CALL FTLUP (PS I,E,MG,IG,PSIG,E6)
CALL FTLUP (PSI,T,MG,IG,PSIG,TG)
CALL FTLUP (PS I,H,MG,IG,PSIG,H6)
DO 650 IG2=1,IMAX
DO 645 161=1,6
C I T < I G 1 ) = C I G C I G 2 , I G 1 )
E I T ( I G 1 ) = E I G ( I G 2 , I G 1 )
CALL FTLUP JPSI,CI(162»,MG,IG,PSIG.CIT)
IF ( C I ( I G 2 ) . L T . O . O ) CM I 621=0.00000001




650 VAR(2* IMAX+IG2)=EVI ( IG2)
DO 655 161=1,6
CALL RECIN (ID,1,1RECIN,X,ZS,RS,RC.COST,SI NT)
655 CONTINUE
C INITIALIZE FOR PSI=0. STREAMLINE
SPEC=0.0
74





DO 660 1=1f IM4X
SUM=SUM+CH I)/MUH I)
IF < E V I < I ) . E O . O . ) TVI ( I )=0 .
IF (EVnn.EO.O. ) GO TO 660
XL=< (DGENK I ) *R*THETAI ( I ) I / (MUI ( 11*EVI(I))+1.0 I
A L N = A L O G ( X L I
TV im=THETAIU) /ALM
660 CONTINUE





V A R ( 1 ) = O E L X
C COMPUTE P AND DPCX AT IPSI=6
PRINT 665
665 FORMAT (24H PSI=0.000 STREAMLINE—>
P(61=PS+US/ (RC*RSI * ( -PS IS )
RHO=P(6I / (H-E)
00 670 I=7, IZTERM
CALL RECIN (11 ,1 ,1RECIN, IX ,TS«EStPStRHOS.US.PS IS,HSI
CALL RECIN <11,2,1RECIN,EV IS,1 ,1 MAX,1)
CALL RECIN (10 •1 ,1RECIN,X ,ZS ,RS,RC.COST,S I NT)





00 675 I=7, IZTERM
LG=I-6
675 OPDX(n = OIF<LG,MG,NPG,VARI (6 ) ,P (6M
DO 680 1=1t5
CALL RECIN (11,1, tRECIN, IX,TS,ES,PS,RHOS.US.PSIS,HS)






635 FORMAT (1<>H CHECKT=E15.8 ,6H /)






C AT EACH X WHERE PHYSICAL SPACE CALCULATIONS A»E DESIRED SAVE
C 1./(RHO*UI ON EACH STREAMLINE
C
IF ( V A R ( 1 ) . L T . X P S T ( L P S 2 ) ) GO TO 720
IF < V A R ( 1 ) . G T . X P S T ( L P S 2 M GO TO 705
C V A R ( l ) = X P S T ( L P S 2 )
RHOURT=1./(RHO*UI
IF ( IBUGU3I.NE.O) GO TO 700
PRINT 695. IPSI,RHOURT
695 FORMAT (7H IPSI=I3,9H RHOURT=E15.8I
700 CONTINUE
CALL RECOUT (12 .1 ,0 , IPS I tRHOURT f VAR(U ,PS IS I
GO TO 715
7C5 Y P S I S = P R E P S I S * ( X P S T ( L P S 2 ) - P R E X ) * ( ( P S I S - P R E P S I S ) / ( V A R ( 1 ) - P R E X ) )
RHOURT = P R E R U - M X P S T ( L P S 2 ) - P R E X ) *( <RHO*U-PRE RU) / ( V A R ( 1 ( -PREX I I
RHOURT=1./PHOURT
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CALL RECOUT <12.If O f I P S I , R H O U R T t X P S T ( L P S 2 ) t Y P S I S »
IF ( I 3UG(13> .NE.O> GO TO 715
PRINT 695, IPSI.RHOURT
PRINT 710, LPS1 ,LPS2 ,VAR(1 ) , X P S T ( L P S 2 ) , P R E P S I S . P S IS.PRERU,P*EX
710 FORMAT (12H LPS 1, LPS2 = 214,33H X , X P S T t P R E P S I S , P S I S . P R E R U , P * E X = / 01
17. 8, 5E 17. 8)
71E CONTINUE
LPS2=LPS2-i-l
K S T A G = K S T A G + 1
720 CONTINUE
P R E X = V A R ( 1 )
PHFRU=RHO*U
P R E P S I S = P S I S
IF ( VARd l . LT .VARI ( I Z T E R M ) ) GO TO 505
C FNO OF A STREAMLINE
PRINT 725
1 2 5 FORMAT I/20H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X / I













PRINT 740. K S T A G





745 CALL RECIN tID,1 . IRECIN ,X ,ZS ,RS ,RC.COST , SI NT>
IF (ENOFILE ID) 845,750
750 CONTINUE
IF < IBUG(13) .NE.O) GO TO 760
PRINT 755, L P S , X , X P S T ( L P S )
755 FORMAT (18H LPS , X , X P S T I L P S ) I5,2E30.15/»
760 CONTINUE
IF ( A S S ( X - X D S T t L P S ) J . G T . l . O E - 8 ) GO TO 745
IF ( IBUG(13).NE.O» GO TO 765




CALL RECIN (12,1, IRECIN,IPSI.RHOURT,VARII I ,PSIS)
V A R M X = V A R ( 1 I - X P S T ( L P S )
IF ( A B S ( V A R M X ) . G T . U O E - 8 » GO TO 780
IK=IK-H
IF ( I K . G T . 2 0 0 ) P R I M T 770, IK
770 FORMAT tl X ..SOHIK.GT. 200t CHANGE DIMENSION OF RUT ANO PSISTG, IK=,I
13)
RUT!IK)=RHOURT
P S I S T G ( I K ) = P S I S
IF ( IBUG<13) .NE.O» GO TO 780
PRINT 775. PSIS.RHOURT
775 FORMAT (14H PSI S, RHOURT=2 E17. 8)
780 CONTINUE
C FIND SMALLEST DELTA PSI
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SMALL=200.
00 785 1=2 t IK





C REMAINDERIMG M-0 FOR EVEN. M=l FOR 3DD
M = M O O < L . 2 »
C MAKE L EVEN
IF (M.NE.O) L = L + 1
C FIND INTEGRAL l./(RHO*U) DELTA PSI FROM BODY TO SHOCK





IF ( IBUGU3I.NE.O) GO TO 795
PRINT 790, L, M, SMALL ,XDEL, DPSI S.R8
790 FORMAT <25H L,M,SMALL.XDEL,DPSIS,RB/2I5,*E17.8)
795 CONTINUE
DO 800 1 = 2. L, 2
P S I I = P S I I + D P S I S
CALL FTLUP ( PSI I ,RU1 ,1 , 1 K, PS ISTG.RUT »
IF (I.EO.LI RB=RB*A«*RU1
IF ( I.EO.L) GO TO 800
P S I I = P S I I * D P S I S





IF ( I B U G ( 1 3 ) . N E . O ) GO TO 310
PRINT 805, RB,RS.COST f RB,SINT





PRINT 815, X .ARR.YI .ZEfPSISTGU)
815 FORMAT (3H X=E15.8,5H R=E15.8,5H Y=E15.8,5H Z=E15.8t7H PSI
____C " '
DO 830 1=2, IK, 1
DPSI=PSISTG( I t -PS ISTG( I - l »
C TRAPEZOIDAL RULE
TR = (OPSI/2. I*(RUT( I)+RUT«I-1M
R8 = RB-TR
IF ( IBUGd3l.NE.OI GO TO 325
PRINT 820, TR.RB
820 FORMAT (5HTR,RB, 2E 17.8 »
825 CONTINUE • • •
ARR=SORTJRS**2-2 . *COST*RB)
YI=( RS-ARP ) /COST
ZE=ZS+YI*SINT
PRINT 815, X ,4RR,Y I ,ZE ,PSISTG( II
830 CONTINUE
PRINT 835





850 FORMAT (29H END THIS C A S E , HALLELUJAH)
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C BASIC CALLFD BY CALINTH TO EVALUATE DERIVATIVES H DOT,
C C SUB I DOT AND EV SUB I DOT
C D E R I V A T I V E S S T A R T IN DER( l )
C
COMMON M, IX , IMAX, IPS I , IBUG<15»
COMMON P( 500I ,OPDX( fcOO),VARI( 5001
COMMON E V I I N F ( 2 5 ) , T H E T A I ( 2 5 ) , M U I ( 2 5 ) , F I ( 2 5 ) , D E L H I ( 2 5 I . C I I N F ( 2 5 ) ,
1 LI (251
COMMON ft, MUINF, DELTA, LAMSQ»OMEGSO, OMEGA, MU.T.U
COMMON EPSI IL (20 ,25» ,GILC20 i25)
COMMON V A R ( F 2 ) .CUVAR (52 » ,OER(51 )
C
COMMON ZS,RS,*C.S INT,COST,PS,US,PSIS
COMMON MJ(50) .EJ(50) rAJ(50) ,BJ(50) /
COMMON T V H 2 5 I , N I ( 2 5 » , D G E N I < 2 5 1
COMMON NUIJ(26,50I.AIJ(25,50»»NUPIJ(25,50)
COMMON S I G I K ( 2 5 , 2 5 ) , A L P I K ( 2 5 , 2 5 ) , B E T A I M 2 5 , 2 5 )
C
COMMON /LAB2/ DELX, ZSTERM, IZTERM
COMMON /LAB3/ EINF ,P INF, RHOI NF, V INF.E, JMAX, KEYINT.RHO.HSTAG






DIMENSION PHI (50) .KJ(50> f S J ( 5 0 )
D I M E N S I O N C K 2 5 ) ,EVI ( 25 ) ,DCI DX( 25) , D £ V I D X ( 25 I , E V I B A R ( 2 5 »
C
EQUIVALENCE (CUV AR12 ) ,H» , (CUVAR< 3 » ,C H 1M
EQUIVALENCE (DER (1 ) , DHDX > , (DER(2 » ,OC IDX( 1) >
C
REAL KJ.LAMSQ.MU.MUI , MUINF, NI,NUIJ.NUPIJ
C
C DER(1I=DHDX MUST BE DHDX AS H MAY BE * OR -
C DER(2 »= DCIDXdl
C -
C DERU+IMAX I-OCIOX( IMAXI '
C DER(1+IMAX+1 )=DEVIDX(1I
C DER(1+IMAX«-IMAX) = D£VIDX( IMAX»
C
C CUVAR( l ) = X •
C CUVARtZI = H.ENTHALPY - IT MUST BE H WHICH MAY BE + OR -
C C U V A R ( 3 » = CI(1»
C
C CUVAP(2+IMAX )=CI( IMAXI
C CUV-AR(2 + IMAX+1 )=EVI(1I
C CUVAR(2*IMAX-HMAXI = EVI ( IMAX)
C
EXTERNAL FOFE
C KEYINT=1 AT END OF 1ST INTERVAL
IF ( ITNEG.EQ.l. OR.IEXP.EQ.il RETURN




C INTERPOLATE FOR P ACROSS INTEGRATION INTERVAL
DO 15 I = 1 . I M A X
15 E V I ( I ) = C U V A R ( 2 * I M A X + I )
MFTL=*1
NFTL*IZTERM-IPSI+1
CALL FTLUP (CUVAR( 1) ,PFTL, MFTL ,NFTL, VARH I PSI ) ,P ( IPS I » »
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C INTERPOLATE FOR OPOX
CALL FTLUP <C'JVAR< 1 1 ,OPFTL tMFTLt NFTL ,VARIt IPSI » , OP3X UPSI ) I
IF ( I B U G U O I . N E . O ) GO TO 30 '
P R I N T 20, E , P F T L , P U P S I ) , P ( I P S 1 + 1) t C U V A R ( 1 1 1 O P F T L t D P O X ( I RSI »
20 FORMAT «25H E , P F T L , P « I T ) , P ( I T +1/7E17.8)
P R I N T 2 5 , ( C H I U M U = 1 , I M A X ) , ( E V I ( I U » , I U = 1 . 1 M A X )
25 FORMAT (5E18.8)
30 CONTINUE
IF < K E Y I N T . E O . O I GO TO 95
SUM=0.
C COMPUTE TVI
DO 45 1=1, I MAX
C USE SHOCK V A L U E S FOR I N I T I A L COMPUTATION ON E A C H S T R E A M L I N E
S U M = S U M + C I < I l / M U H I )
IF ( E V I U U E O . O . I T V I U I = 0 .
IF (EVKH.EO.O. ) GO TO 35
XL = < ( D G E N I < I ) * R * T H E T A I < m / < M U I ( I) *E VI ( I ) ) +1.0 »
ALN=ALOG(XL»
T V I ( I » = T H E T A I < I I / A L N
35 C O N T I N U E
IF ( 1 B U G ( 1 0 I « G T . O ) GO TO 45 _
P R I N T 40, I . O G E N K I) , R , T H E T A I ( I) ,MUI 1 1» , E V I U ) .XL, A L N . T V H I »
40 FORMAT (26H I ,DGENI ,Rf T H E T A I, MUI , EV I/ 15, & E17. 8/ 11H X L , A L N , T V I / 3 El
18.8/1





IF (U2 .LT .O . ) P R I N T 50, H
50 FORMAT < 3 2 H USQUAREO IS NEC. IN DERSUB, H=E15.8,29H END S T R E A K L
1INE I N T E G R A T I O N )
IF (U2.LT.O.) I U N E G = 1
IF (U2.LT.O. ) R E T U R N
U=SORT(U2)







M A X I = 1 0
C
CALL ITR1 ( E , O E L T E , F O F E , E l f E 2 , M A X I , I C O O E )
C C5.002 LF-ITR1
IF ( ICODE. EQ,31 GO TO 75
I.F < 1C ODE. EO.U P R I N T 60
60 F O R M A T (38H FOFE, M A X I M U M I T E R A T I O N E X C E E D E D ***/)
IF ( ICOOE. E0.2I P R I N T 65
65 FORMAT (25H FOFE, D E R I V A T I V E S ****/>
P R I N T 70, ICODE
70 FORMAT (13H ITR1, I.CODE= 12 »
JF UCGOE.:NE.H STOP 66
C STOP 66
C W H E N ICOOE=1, TRY A NEW S T A R T I N G E. DO T H I S 2 T I M E S





IF ( I E X P . N E . 1 ) GO TO 65
E = E I T R 1
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80 FORMAT (8H KCODE=I2)






T= ( PFTL*MU ) K. RHO*R )
IF (T.GT.O.OJ GO TO 95
PRINT 90, T,RHO,PFTL,H,E,MU








IF { IBUG(9) .NE.OI GO TO 110
PRINT 100. IX.IPSI,RHO,T,MU,U,H
100 FORMAT (16H I X,IP SI ,RHO,T=214,4E17.8,E17.3/)
PRINT 105, E
105 FORMAT <4H E = E18.8/)
110 CONTINUE
C COMPUTE DCIDX AND OEVIOX FOR EACH SPECIE
DO 210 I=1,IMAX
C FOR EACH REACTION
DCIDX(I )=C.
00 190 J=1,JMAX
C SELECTED SPECIF FOR THIS REACTION
II=MJ(Jl
IF IM.EO.O) GO TO 115




TFM=EXP(THETAIU I)/TVI(I I (I
T E M 1 = E X P < T H E T A I ( I I ) / T »
TEM2=FXP( -N I ( I I ) *<THETAI<m/TV I (m- -THETAHI I I /T) I
T C M 3 = F X P ( T H E T A I ( I I » / T V I ( II I-THETAKI I) /T I
IF (TEM3.E0.1.0I PHI(JI=1.0
IF (TEM3.E0.1.0I GO TO 125
C PHI=COUPLING COEFFI2IENT, VIBRATION AND DISSOCIATION INTERACTION
PHK J) = «1.0-TEM2t/( TEM3-1.0I*(TEM-1.0)/(TEM1-1.0»)/NHII)
125 TSM4=EXP(-EJ(J»/T)
C KJ = RATF CONSTANT
K J ( J l = A J ( J ) * T * * B J ( J » * T E M 4
IF fNUIJ ( IM4X*1 ,J ) .EQ.O. ) SJ(J)=1.0




SUM=SUM+AIJ( ISUM,J)*CI( ISUM»/MUI( ISUM>
IF ( IBUG(7) .NE.O> GO TO 135
PRINT 130, I ,J, ISUM,SUM,AIJ(ISUM,J).CI(ISUMI,*1UI(ISUM>





IF { IBUG(7) .NE.O) GO TO 150
C
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PRINT 145. I.J.FK III.PHKJ) ,TEM .TEM1.TEM2 ,TEM3, TEM4. AJ« J> ,BJ( Jl ,T
1,KJ( J» ,SUM,RHO,SJ< J)
145 FORMAT (26H I , J ,F I , PHI , TEM.TEM1 .TEM2/2I5, 5E18.8/22H TEM3.TEM4.AJ





IF (NUIJ(IPROO.J).EQ.O.O) GO TO 170
TEM=RHO*CI (IPROOI/MUH IPROO)
IF (TEM.GE.D. ) GO TD 165
C LET PROBLEM COMPUTE THRU OERSUB WHEN CI NES,
C MAKE DECISION IN MAIN ABOUT ACCEPTING NEG CI
ABW= AMOOC NU I J( I PROD, J I , 2.0 I
IF ( IBUGISI.NE.O I GO TO 160
IF (TEM.LT.O.I PRINT 155. I , J, IX. I PROO ,TEM .RHO.MUI 1 1 PROD) ,NU IJU PR
100, J) ,CI( IPROO), PROD, ABW
155 FORMAT <2X , 32HI, J, IX , IPROD .TEM.RHO.MUI ,NUI J.CI MI3, 7E17. 8 J
160 CONTINUE
C ABH=0.0 FOR EVEN NUIJ, ABW=1.0 FOR ODD NUIJ
IF (ABW.EO.0.0) PROD=PROD*t-TEM)**NUIJ(IPROD.JI
IF (ABW.EO.l.D) PROD=-1.0*PROD*J-TEM»**NUIJ( IPROD, J>
GO TO 170




IF ( IBUGm.NE.O » GO TO 180
IF ( IX.LT.3) GO TO 180
PRINT 175, I* J, IPROD, TEM, PROD, RHO.CI ( I PROD ) .NUIJ ( IPROO, J )
175 FORMAT (48H I , J . I PROO ,TEM , PROD. RHO.CI ( I PROD ) , NU I J( I PROD, J ) /3I5, 6E
117.8/1
180 CONTINUE
DCIJOX = PHI(J)*KJ(J I*SJ(J>*(MUI( I »/(RHO*UM*(NUPI J( I , J)-NUIJ( I.JI )*
IPROD
C -
C DCIDX = RATE OF APPEARANCE AND DISAPPEARANCE OF CONCENTRATION
C OF SPECIE
DCIDXI I )=DCIDX(I KDCIJDX
C
IF < IBUGm.NE.O ) GO TO 190
PRINT 185, I.J.DCIJDX.PHK J) ,KJ( J) , S J< J) , Mill (I) . RHO. U, WP I J( I, J>,N
1UIJ( I ,J),PROD,DCIDX( I)




T E M 1 = « F H I I * D G E N I ( I » * R * T H E T A I ( I ) I / M U K I I
IF (M.NE.O) GO TO 195





IF (FI( I).EO.O») GO TO 210
DO 205 K=1,IMAX
TEM3=EXP(-THETAI ( I I /T»
TEM4=EXP(SIGIKCK,I)*T**(- l . /3. H
TEM5=(F I ( I ) *ALPIK(K , I ) ) /PFTL
TAUIK=TEM5*(T**BETAIK(K,I I*TEM4I/(1.0-TEM3)
TEM6=CUK)* (EV lBARt I l-.EVH I» >
TAUSUM=TAUSUM*TEM6/(TAUIK*UI
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C OEVIDX = EQUILIBRIUM VIBRATIONAL ENERGY
DEVIDXU ) = TAUSUM




IF ( IBUG(IO).NE.O) RETURN
PRINT 215, DEVIDX< I )
215 FORMAT (9H DEVIOX=E22.14»
PRINT 220, DPFTL.DHDX





C CALLED BY ITR1 IN EASIC TO EVALUATE E
C
COMMON M,IX,IM/»X,IPSI,I8UG(15)










COMMON NUIJ (21,30 ),AIJ<20, 30) ,NUPIJ (20,30)
C























DO 35 1=1, It* AX
IF (TVI(I).EO.O.) 1EH1=(1.5*R*T)/MUI< I )+(FI ( I )*R*T)/MUI ( I )
IF (TVI(I).EQ.O.) CC TO 15
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IF(TEM3.LT.741.67) GO TO 42
PRINT 41, TEH3,EPSIIL(L,I),T,EDUM,L,I,H,MU,KITR1
41 FORMATC56H EXPCTEM), TEM3 .GT .741.67, TEM3.EPSI IL (L, I 1 ,T, EOUM,L, 1 =
1 /4E17.8,2I5,13H K, MU,K ITR1 = 2E17. 8, 1 5 )
IEXP=1
C SET IEXP=1 TO TRIGGER REDUCTION IN COMPUTING INTERVAL







IF. (IBUG(ll).NE.O) GO TO 25
PRINT 20. I,L,TEM2,EPSIIL(L, I ) ,T,SUMG,GIL(L , I) ,SUMGE
20 FORMAT (34H I ,L , 1 EP2 ,EPSI I L, T.SUMG.GI L,SUMGE/2I5,6E1 8. 8/ )
25 CONTINUE
IF(SUMGE.LT.10.E3GC) GO TO 26
PRINT 27
C







EI = TEMH-R/*UI ( I ) * (SU«GE/SUMG)+DELHHI ) /MUI { I )
E = E * E I * C I ( I )
IF ( I B U G U l ) . N E . O I GO TO 35
PRINT 30, I,L,I>, IPSI_,PORHO,E,EDUM,H,RHO,T,TEM,TEMl f SUMG, SUMGE, El ,
IE




IF (E.GT.H) PRINT 4C , E,H
40 FORMATJ26H IN ITR1-FOFE, E.GT.H, E=E15.8, 6H H=E15.8,




FUNCTION F O F T S ( C U f )
C CALLED BY ITR1 IN KAIN PROGRAM TO EVALUATE TS
C
COMMON M . I X . I M A X , IPSI, IBUGU5)
- COMMON P( 500),DPDXt 500),VARH 500)
COMMON E V I I N F ( 2 5 ) , T H E T A I ( 2 5 ) I M U I ( 2 5 ) , F I ( 2 5 ) , D E L H I ( 2 5 ) , C I I N F ( 2 5 ) ,
1 LK25)
COMMON R.MUINF, DELTA, LAMSC.OMEGSQ, OMEGA, MU,T,U
COMMON EPSIIL(2C,2C),GIL(20,20)
COMMON VARI52) ,CU V AR (52) ,DER( 51 )
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IF (M.EQ.l) EVIS=EVIINF( I)
















IF (IBUGm.NE.O) GC TO 20
T=DUM
PRINT 15, IX,I,M,EVIS,TEM,T,SUMG,SUMGE,TEM1,EEIS,EIS, ES.CIINFd)














SUBROUTINE FDPCX :••. :.
C
C TO COMPUTE P AND CFCX
C AND SAVE ON TAPES 9 AND 8
C
COMMON M, I >, IMAX , IPS I, IBUGI 15 )
COMMON P( 5CO),DPCX( 500),VARI( 500)
COMMON EVIINF(25),ThETAI(25),MUI(25),FI(25),DELHI(25),CIINF(25),
1 LK25)








COMMON SI G IK (20, 20), ALP IK (20, 20), BETA IK (20, 20)
COMMON KSTAG,IMAXP2.IMAXL,N,IG,ISTAG,LPS2.LPS1,IMAXP1
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COMMON X,TS,ES,RHQS,HS,RHOURT,PHMAX,CIKAX,PREPSIS,PREX,PRERU
COMMON EVIS(25)tXPST(100)
COMMON /LAB2/ CELX , ZSTERM, IZTERM
DOUBLE PRECISION
C
C BEGIN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
C FOR E*CH PSI FIND RANGE OF X
C
00 20 IPSI=1,IZTERC
DO 15 IX=1. IZTERM
IEOF=10
CALL RECIN < 10, 1 , 1RECIN, X,ZS, RS, RC.COST, SINT )




CALL RECIN ( 11 ,1 t I RECIN, I XT , T S, ES , PS , RHOS.US, PSI S, HS )
CALL RECIN ( 11 ,2 , IRECIN, EV IS, 1. I MAX , 1 )
IF (EOF, 11) 75,10
10 CONTINUE
IF (IXT.LT.IPSI) GC TO 15
IF (IXT.EQ.IPSI) PSISHK=PSIS
IF (IPSI.EC.IX) P(I»=PS







CALL RECOUT. (9, 1,0, XX)







CALL RECIN ( 9 , 1 , I R ECIN, X )
CALL RECIN (9, 2, IREC IN,P , 1PSI , IZTERM, 1 )
IF (EOF, 9) 75,35
35 CONTINUE
ITHIS=0











IF (IX. EO. IZTERM) P(IX*1)=0.
IF (IX. EO. IZTERM) P(IX + 2)=0.0
IHERE=IHERE+1
C DIFFERENTIATE





IF (IX. NE. IZTERM) GC TO 50
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OPDX(IX)=(P(IX-2)-4.*P(IX-l)+3.*P(IX))/(2.*CELX)
50 CONTINUE
IF (IBUG(l).NE.O) GC TO 60









IF(IX.EQ.l) GO TG 7C
IF UX.LT.7) VARI(I» = VARI( IX-1J+OELX/5.







75 PRINT 80t IEOF






C CHECK CALLED BY CAL1NTH TO MAKE DECISION TO ACCEPT ANSWERS
C IF ACCEPTABLE, SET ELB=0 AND RETURN
C IF NOT ACCEPTABLE MODIFY SPEC AND CI. SET ELB=1.0 AND RETURN
C
COMMON M,IX,IMAX,1PSI,IBUG(15)
COMMON P( 5 0 0 ) , D P C X < 500) ,VARI ( 500)













IF(IEXP.NE.l) GO TC 1
GO TO 15
C REDUCE COMPUTING INTERVAL TO TRY TO AVOID EXP ERROR STOP
1 CONTINUE
IFUTNEG.EC.O) GC TO 4
C E.GT.H LEADS TC NEG T SOMETIMES LETS REDUCE INTERVAL TO TRY





C CLVAR(2)=H HAY BE NEG
IF (CUVAR(I).LT.O.) PRINT 5, I,IX,CUVAR(I)
5 FORMAT(24H NEG CI, I ,IX.CUVARiI) = 215,E17.8)
IF (CUVARC D.LT.O.) GO TO 15
10 CONTINUE
IF (IX.LT.3) GO TC 30
IF (IPSI.EC.6.ANC.IX.LT.8) GO TO 30
IF(ABS(TPREV-T)/T.LT.TCHECK) GO TO 25
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PRINT 11








PRINT 44,SPECtIPSI , IX,T,TPREV,H,HPREV,IEXP,ITNEG















END _ _ _
SUBROUTINE SHOCKG(CELX,ZSTERM,IZTERM)
C SUBROUTINE SHOCKG CALLED BY MAIN
C
C SHOCKG SUBROUTINE MUST BE SUPPLIED BY USER. IT SHOULD DEFINE THE
C SHOCK GEOMETRY AND STORE ON TAPE 101X,ZS.RS,RC.COST,SI NT FOR EACH
C X FROM 0.0 TO X AT ZSTERM IN INCREMENTS OF CELX/5.0 TO CELX AND
C INCREMENTS OF CELX THEREAFTER
C X=DISTANCE ALONG SHOCK
C ZS=DISTANCE ALONG SHOCK AXIS OF SYMMETRY
C RS=RADIIS OF SHOCK ~
C RC=RAOILS OF CUPVATURE OF SHOCK
C COST=COS CF ANGLE CF ATTACK
C SINT=SIN CF ANGLE OF ATTACK
C
C USER MUST STORE ThE NUMBER OF X VALUES IN IZTERM
C USE STOP 13 FOR ERROR STOPS IN SHOCKG
C
C




























IF (ZDUM(NRS».LT .ZSTERMI GO TO 10
X=0.
NOX=0
P R I N T 25
25 FORMAT (5X,1HX,16X,2HZS,15X,2HRSt15X,2HRCt15X.4HCOST,13X.4HSINT/»
30 NGX=NOX+1
IF (NOX.LT.7) X=X+CELX/5 .










IF (ZS.LT.0.0) PRINT *5
45 FORMAT(16H ZS IS NEGATIVE I
IFtZS.LT.0.0) STOP 13
C STOP 13 STOP 13








C IN THE CALINTH VERSION OF CALINT THE VARIABLE IN VAR(2» AND
C CUVAR(2) MAY BE + OR -.VALUES OF OTHER DEPENDENT VARIABLES






C NERR=1 CI OR N IS EQUAL TC ZERO
C


























C RETURN KITH DERIVATIVES IN OER
C








00 6 1=1, N
11=1+1
Y2(I)=VARUl) + CI/2.»Fim





























DO 10 1=1, N
F3(I)=CER(I)
C










103 IF(ABS(Y3(I)-Y2( I ) )/ « ( A8S< Y3( I ) I +ABS( Y2 ( I ) J )/2 . ) -.5E-4 ) 83, 83, 84




C A P F 3 C
GO TO 0
APPENDIX A - Continued
) /6 . + (PHm**2)/24.-(PH(I)*»3)/120.
)=l./6.-PH(I)/24. + (PH(I)**2)/120.-(PHI)**3)/720.
) = (EXP(-PH(I ) ) - ! . ) / ( -PHI I))
l=<CAPFl( IJ- l . l /<-PH(m
) = ( C A P F 2 ( I ) - . 5 ) / ( - P H ( I ) )
95 CAPFK
CAPF2(
C A P F 3 C
10 CONTINUE
C
C IS PH BETWEEN E L E 2 AND ELE1
C
I F U C O N T - I J I O I , 1 0 1 , 1 0 2
102 I C O N T = I C O N T - 1
SPEC=CI
GO TO 17
101 DO 11 1=1,N






C HALVE INTERVAL *NO DOUBLE PH RANGE
C












C RETURN TO RECOHPUTE INTERVAL
C
C
C RETURN TO RECOMPUTE INTERVAL
C
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c





00 20 1=1, N
11=1+1
C




2-P( I ) *Y4( I ) ) *CAPF2( I )+4.* ( (F im+Pm*VAR(I l ) ) - (F2( I . )
3+P( I ) *Y2 ( I ) ) - (F3 ( I )+P ( I I *Y3 ( I » )+ (F4 ( I )+P ( I ) *Y4 ( I ) » l *
4CAPF3IIM
C
C COMPUTE Y+OELTA Y
C
20 CUVARU1) = VAR(I1MCELTY( I)
C
C CALL CHECK FOR DECISION TO ACCEPT OR RECCMPUTE
C INTERVAL
CALL CHECK
IF (ELT 1 2 1« 2 1,23
C
C UPDATE Y VALUES
C
21 N1=N+1
DO 22 1=2, M
11=1-1
22 VARm = VARU)+DELTYUl )
V A R < 1 ) = V A R < 1 ) + S P E C
C




C RETURN TO RECOMPUTE INTERVAL
C
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the shock T , e ,








APPENDIX A - Continued
CALL CALINTH
integration routine
to update h, c., e .,







= 0 values and
initialize for

















APPENDIX A - Continued
BASIC
Evaluate derivatives . c^, fey i, h i = 1, I
Compute.. !
. each..reaction, j
for each species, i
>< RETURN J
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In the case of a rate expression being the same for several catalytic species, it is
desirable for the sake of convenience to incorporate all these catalysts into one reaction.
In order to incorporate these catalysts, the set of catalytic species is treated as a general
species designated as M. Those species denoted by M will be related to the jth reaction
by a set of input parameters ay. Thus, if the ith species is one of the set composing M
in the jth reaction, a^j will be unity; otherwise, a^ j will be zero.
If a general species M is included in the general rate expression of equation (34),
J
. .
pu ij i,] . \ji (Bl)
where the general species is denoted by the subscript I + 1. The mass fraction of M,
that is, CM is
CM = (B2)








By using Dalton's law of partial pressures
I
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Inclusion of equations (A2) and (A7) into equation (Al) yields a rate equation incorporating




SPECIES, REACTIONS, AND RATES FOR CASES I TO V
The species, reactions, and rates for Cases I to V are presented in this appendix.
Cases I and n
The species are N2, N, 0%, O, NO, NO+, and e- for Cases I and H.
Number Reaction











M - N O
2N + M - N 2 + M
N + 02 - NO + O
N + O - NO + N
N2 + 02 - 2NO
2NO - N2 + 02
0-NO+
Rates
1.2 x 1021 T'3/2exp(- 59 J80)
5.2 X 1()21 T"3/2exp(-
1.3 x 1021 T'3/2
1.67 X 1020 T'3/2
1.0 x 1012 T1/2exp(-
2.38 X 1011
5.0 X 1013exp(- 38^00)
1.11 X 1013
9.1 X 1024 T'5/2exp(- 6




















APPENDIX C - Continued
Case HI
The species are CC>2, CO, CO+, C2, C, O, C+, O+, and e~ for Case m.
Number Reaction
1 C02 + M-CO + 0 + M
2 CO + O + M -CO2 + M
3 CO + M - C + 0 + M
4 C + O + M - CO + M
5 C + O - CO+ + e~
6 CO+ + e~ - C + O
7 C + e' - C+ + 2e-
8 C+ + 2 e - - C + e-
9 O + e- - 0+ + 2e-
10 O+ + 2e - -O+e '
11 C2 + M - 2C + M
12 2C + M- .C + M
Rates
6.955 X 1012 iVZexpf- 63 Z8Q]\ T ;
3.39 x 106 T1'6175
7 72 x 1012 T1/2expf- 128 925>>




 00 v 1014 T0.5C™/ 130 713\
9.65X 1021T'°-836
0
 11 - 10 14 T°-5cxD/' 158 °00^<5.it A ±U 1 CAPl rri 1



















APPENDIX C - Concluded
Cases IV and V







CO2 + M - C O + O + M
CO + O + M - CO2 + M
CO + M-C + O + M
C + O + M - C O + M
C + e~ - C+ + 2e~
C+ + 2e~ - C + e~
O + e~ - O+ + 2e~
O+ -t- 2e~ - O + e~
C + O - CO+ + e"
CO+ + e" - C + O
A + e" - A+ + 2e~
- A + e~
Rates
6.955 x 10*2 Tl/2exp(-63j86)
3.39 x 106 T1'6175
7 70
 v 1012 Tl/2e^j/ 128 925\I . I & A. lU J. cxpl — -1
2 26 X 108 T°-7366exDf665>\£.£iU A J.U J. tJApf ",_ j
9 09 v
 1014 T0.5CVD/ 130 713\
\ T J
9.65 X 1021 T~°'836
o
 H v 1014 T0.5C™/ 158 000\
6.05 x 1022 T~2
2.049 xlQl2exp[-33j00)
6.023 x 1016
1 94 ^  1014 T0-5c-o/' 182 830>\.31 A J.U I eXpl- rp )
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= 7.01 x 105 cm/sec
Altitude = 61 km
Ref. 8 - Body
Ref. 8 - Streamline A
Present method - Body





Figure 2.- Comparison of body shape and streamline location crossing
the shock at 0 = 81° (x/Rc Q = 0.16) with exact inverse method
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(a) Oxygen atom.
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Figure 14.- Electron concentration along body surface. Case n.
124
T: z - r V(l + 1-732 rs)










Figure 16.- Pressure variation along streamlines crossing the shock








Figure 17.- Density variation along streamlines crossing the shock








Figure 18.- Temperature variation along streamlines crossing the shock












(a) x = 0.5;0, CO, C, C02.
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(a) O, CO, and C.
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Figure 23.- Static enthalpy profile across shock layer
at x = 2.0. Casein.




Figure 24.- Pressure and temperature profiles across
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Figure 25.- Electron concentration profiles across
shock layer at x = 2.0. Case m.
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x - x >
Figure 27.- Pressure variation along
streamlines crossing the shock at
x = 0.4 and 1.6. Case IV.
T.kK
Figure 28.- Temperature variation along
streamlines crossing the shock at


















x - x c
(a) CC>2, CO, and O. (b)A.
.(c) C, CO+, ande'.
Figure 29.- Species concentrations along
streamlines crossing the shock at









Figure 30.- Pressure and temperature vari-
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(a) A, CO, O, and CO2. (b) e~, CO+, and C.
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Figure 32.- Static enthalpy profile across
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Figure 33.- Pressure and temperature profiles across
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Figure 34.- Electron concentration profile Figure 35.- Ratio of forward reaction rate
across shock layer at x = 1.6. to reverse reaction rate along inner








R n = lcm
0
Figure 36.- Assumed shock shape and computed








x - x c
Figure 37.- Pressure variations along
streamlines crossing the shock at














Figure 38.- Temperature variation along
streamlines crossing the shock at












(a) A, CO, O, and (b) C, CO+, and e".
Figure 39.- Species concentrations along streamlines crossing




















Figure 40.- Pressure and temperature1, variations

















(a) A, CO, O, and CO2. (b) C, CO+, and e~.
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Figure 42.- Static enthalpy profile across
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Figure 43.- Pressure and temperature profiles across
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Figure 44.- Electron concentration profile Figure 45.- Ratio of forward reaction rate
to reverse reaction rate along inneracross the shock layer at x = 1.6.
Case V. streamline, (x = 0.4). Case V.
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